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was born 77 years ago, and has one of
the larlipst cattle and grain operations
in the area. A charter member of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau, and an
honorary member of the Future Farmers of America, he is an original
stockholder in the Calloway County Soil
Conservation Cooperative.
His long civic service is studded with
countless achievements from helping
locate Kentucky Dam on the Tennessee
River to consistent and active support
of his alma mater, Murray State
University, from which he graduated in
1927.
Mrs. Hurt is the former Vera Mavis
McCuiston, and they have one
daughter, Mrs. Van B. Dunn, and four
grown grandchildren.
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mai Drive,
The first meeting of the 1977 Calloway
, County Century Club steering cornmittee was held last Friday at the home
of Mrs.Emma Sue Hutson, chairman of
this year's fund drive.

Present for the meeting were: Mrs.
Hutson, Dr. Yancey Watkins, Dr.
Edwin Strohecker, Dr. Ruble Smith,
Max Hurt, J. D. Rayburn, Guy
Billington, Miss Mayrell Johnson, Ed

Many Offices To Close
Thanksgiving Holiday
All schools, government offices and many businesses will be closed for the
Thanksgiving Holiday Thursday,and some will not reopen until Monday.
Several local businesses such as groceries, department stores and drug
stores, will be open for business on Thanksgiving Day however. Almost all
businesses closing Thursday plan to reopen on Friday.
Murray City Schools, Calloway County Schools and Murray State University will dismiss for the holidays Wednesday. Classes will resume on Monday, Nov. 29.
Offices in the Calloway County Courthouse will be closed Thursday and
Friday and will reopen on Monday. The Murray City Hall offices will be
closed Thursday and planS at this time call for them to reopen Friday.
,The Calloway County Public Library will be closed Thursday and Friday
but will reopen at the regular time on Saturday, Nov.'27.
The Murray Postoffice will be on the holiday schedule on Thursday only.
The lobby will be open but there will be no home delivery Thursday. Mail will
be dispatched on the holiday schedule.
The Murray Ledger di Times will not publish Thursday but will resume
publication with the Friday. Nov. 26, edition.

Chrisrnan, Dr. Durwood Beatty aria
Maned Vinson, director of the Murray
State Alumni Association.
The Century Club, an organization of
public officials, business leaders. and
concerned individuals, was founded in
1967 as a service of the Murray State
University Alumni Association. Money
contributed to the organization is used
exclusively to finance scholarships for
outstanding students desiring to attend
the university.
Last year, 49 Century Ciub
scholarships, totaling more than
$23,000, were awarded to deserving
young men and women.Since 1967, total
-,#,Naittaitkiwoaksuovaiuttw,
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uniniry vAuo contnnutions nave exceeded $124,000. Of this total, $47,225
has come from the Calloway County
Club.
According to Mrs. Hutson, the
Century Club, "...is an unusual opportunity to invest in the future of
Calloway County. Many of the things
we do will pass without ,much
longevity; however, the support for the
Century Club scholarships is an integral part of the permanency and
stability of Murray State University
and it is one of the best ways to leave
your mark upon it and promote the
future of tomorrow's citizens."
Similar feelings were expressed by
Monroe Sloan, Paducah, 1977 General
Chairman of the Century Club. "Most
recipients of Alumni Century Club
scholarships at Murray State come
from this area and a majority will stay

in west eternal:ay tuauwitig graduation.
Their contributions mean much to the
emergence of the area as one of the best

locations for business and industry in
the Commonwealth," he said.
(See Drive, Page

Sunny and Cold
Mostly sunny and cold today, high
from 40 to mid 40s. Clear and cold
tonight, low in the low to mid 20s.
Mostly sunny and warmer Wednesday,
high in the mid to upper 49s. Thursday
sunny and warmer.

CINTURY CLUB—Members of the 1977 Calloway County Century Club
steenng committee are: (left to right) Dr. Yancey Watkins,'Vr. Edwin
„Stroherker, Miss Mayrell Johnson, Max Hurt, 1.1). Rayburn, Dr. Rubie Smith,
Mrs. Emma. Sue Hutton )h airman). Guy Billirigton, and Mandl Vinson,
director of Alumni Affairs at Murray State. Alto preseAt but not pit lured
were Id(hrisman and Dr. Durwood Beatty.
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Deaths andFunerals

Miner Thought To Have Had Premonition

A. Logan Watson Is Mrs. J. P. Pace Is Sam Givens Dies At Funeral Services
Held Sunday For
Hospital; Funeral
Dead At Age 83;
Dead At Age 52;
H. C. Waldrop
Services Today
Funeral Is Today
Rites Wednesday
Albert Logan Watson died
Saturday at 8:40 p.m. at the
_Memorial
Bend
South
Hospital, South Bend, Ind. He
was 52 years of age and his
death followed an extended
illness.
Mr. Watson operated
Rudy's Restaurant at Murray
from 1960-62 before moving to
South Bend, Ind., where he
was employed as a millwright
for the Bethlehem Steel
Company at Burns Harbor,
Ind.
The - deceased was a
member of the First Christian
Church, Murray, a member of
American Legion Post 284 at
South Bend, Ind., a 32nd
Iftgree Mason, and a Navy
veteran of World War II. Born
March 6, 1924, in Murray, he
was the son of Bert Watson of
Kansas and Lola Ivie Watson
who died October 9, 1967.
two
are
Survivors
daughters, Mrs. Jane Watson
Beath, Michigan City, Ind.,
and Miss Lynn Watson, South
Bend, Ind.; one son, Marty
Gene Watson, Mishawaka,
Ind.; two-grandsons, Toro and
Jerry Heath.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
at the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Dr. David C. Roos officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after two p.m.
Tuesday.

Mrs. Vergie Smith
Dies Friday With
Rites On Sunday

Mrs. J. P. ( Maggie) Pace,
mother of Mrs. Randolph
(Estelle) Allen of 808 North
19th Street, Murray, died
Saturday at 9:30 p. m. at the
lennie Stuart Hospital,
Hopkinsville.
She was 83 years of age and
the wife of J. P. Pace who died
in 1973. She was a member of
the Liberty Christian Church
at Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Pace is survived by
three daughters, Mrs. Allen of
Murray, Mrs. Will (Mary
Emma) Smith and Mrs. John
(Corinne)
William
Fourqurean, both of Gracey;
one brother, Rubin Vier,
Farmington, Ill.; six grandchildren; twelve great
grandchildren; several nieces
and nephews including, Mrs.
Bob Morton of Lynn Grove.
The funeral is being held
today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Hughiirt Funeral
Home,Hopkinsville, with Rev.
Brooks Major officiating.
Burial will be in the Riverside
Cemetery, Hopkinsville.

Lunie A. Waldrop
Dies; Funeral To
Be Held Tuesday

The funeral for H. Coleman
Sam Givens of 412 South
Eigt
Satu
Mur
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Lunie A. Waldrop of Bell
City died Sunday at 11:30 a.m.
at the riryear Nursing Home,
Puryear, Tenn. He was 83
years of age.
Mr. Waldrop was a retired
carpenter and an Army
veteran of World War I. He
was a member of the Story's
Chapel United Methodist
Church.
The deceased was preceded
in death by his wife, Helen, in
1955. Born October 21, 1893, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Melvin
Dickerson Waldrop and
Martha Delina King Waldrop.
Survivors include one
brother, Olus Waldrop of
Mayfield, and several nieces
and nephews in Calloway and
Graves Counties.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at one p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home with Rev.
Paul Peck and Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., officiating. Music
will be by J. C. and Edith
Warren, singers, with Mrs.
Oneida White at the organ.
Burial will be in the Story's
Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
fthieral home.
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Mrs. Vergie Smith of Benton
Route Three died Friday at
11:40 p. m. at the Benton
Municipal Hospital.
The deceased was 79 years
of age and a member of the
Brewers United Methodist
Church.
Survivors are her husband,
Street Smith, Benton Route
Three; two daughters, Mrs.
Lida Keeling and Mrs.
Sammie Mayfield, both of
Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs.
Mabel Smith, Mayfield Route
Five, Mrs. Estalee Chester
and Mrs. Winnie Smith, both
of Benton Route One; two half
Hilda
Mrs.
sisters,
Youngblood of Michigan and
Mrs. Robbie Goren of
Kirksey; half brothers,
Lannie Lyles, Benton Route ,Federal State Market News Service
One; five grandchildren; November 22, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
three great grandchildren.
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
The funeral was held Receipts' Act. 2052 Est. 408 Barrows &
Gilts Steady Sows Steady
Sunday at two p. m. at the US 1-2 200-230 lbs
134.00-34.20
Funeral
$32.50-34.00
US
1-3
200-240
lbs
Linn
chapel of the
532.50-33.50
US 24240-260!be'
Home, Benton, with Rev. J. H. US 3-4200-200 lbs
$31.50-32.50
Edward Mayfield officiating. Sows
120.50-21.00
US 1-2270-350 lbs.
Burial was in the Lyles US
120.00-21.00
1-3 300-500 lbs
521.00-22.50
US 1-3500-650 lbs
Cemetery.

11900-20.00

Motorists who have followed the regularly scheduled program of car care
prescribed in the owner's
manual can forget about
Winterizing, according to
Automobile Club of Michi,,,gan.
"Most 'can't start' calls
for assistance are the result of vehicle neglect
rather than vehicle failure," AAA notes.
"Poorly tuned engines
and weak batteries are
responsible for 80 per cent
of all wintertime emergency road service calls."
For vehicle owners who
have not followed the detailed maintenance instructions in their car
owner's manual, AAA offers this 10-point check list
for keeping a car in peak
operating condition, once
it is properly tuned:
I. Check plugs and
points reguIarTi. Dirty or
worn plugs waste gas and
put an added strain on the
battery because they require more electricity than
clean plugs. If points are
worn, they cannot deliver
peak power 'to plugs.
2. Have car's automatic
choke cleaned and adjusted. If automatic choke
doesn't cut down when engine is warmed up, gasoline is wasted.
3. Inspect the cooling
system. Hoses, radiator,
pressure cap and thermostat as well as the antifreeze level should be
checked regularly.
4. Make sure car battery is fully charged, with
terminals clean and secure
•and water covering battery
plates. Battery should be
free front cracks or corrosion. Periodic inspection.,
will assure that battery is
properly charged.
5. Cheek voltage regulator. An undercharged
battery will fail and an
i.nercharged battery will

buckle its cover and bulge
the sides, causing leaks.
6. Is the exhaust system noisy? A rusty or
leaky muffler or exhaust
manifold is a carbon monoxide hazard.
7. Check windshield
wipers and washers for

proper operation. !Worn
or poorly functipning
si per blades cut visibility,
and should be replaced.
Water in the windshield
washer reservoir 'should
have an added solvent all
year long. It not only prevents freezing, but kelps
wipers remove slush or

accumulation for better
8. Make sure defrosters and heater are working properly.
9. Check fan belt and
other belts for proper adjustment and replace them
if worn. A slipping belt affects the ahernator and

operation of the car air
conditioner.
10. Have a periodic
general safety check made
every 10,000 miles, including inspection of
brakes, headltehts, hoses,
turn signals, back-up
lights and tires. Cheek
brake and transmission

fluid levels and fluid level
in the rear axle.
Auto Club points out
that a further benefit of
a well-maintained automobile is fuel savings. A
properly tuned engine will
help cut gasoline consumption by one or two gallons
per tankful

THEY'RE ALMOST AUTO...MATICI

When shoes scuff you
may not be walking properly, and when tires scuff
they, too, may not be
aligning properlY. The
alignment of your wheels
in relation to the direction of travel should be
checked if you're "scuffing," suggests the Tire
ndustry Safety C,ounell
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No matter what the
garment, if you liked it
well enough to buy it look your best in it Enjoy
jt longer with our Sanitone
Drycleaning Care. That's
smart economy.

Delivery
605 Main
N. 12th
Storey Ave.
5 Pts.

CAR CARE SECTION

Are you scuffing?

Swe
Bibs•

Call For
Pick-Up

would drive you but of the converted into the Frank's
Creek Freewill Baptist
mines. I dontthinkabout it."
He said he was'"no more Church.
afraid to go into the mine than
lever was."
In a 1919 speech Woodrow
Sturgill had werhitt-intbe Wilson said, can predict with
mines as a youngster, after absolute rortaintv that within

Tune-up called best insurance against no-starts, by AAA

A small treasury of tips
on operating automobiles
is available at minimal
cost from the U.S. Government. In the U.S., check
the nearest Federal Office
Building for copies or
write to the Government
Printing Office in Washington, D.C.
Among the titles available for purchase are Automobile Batteries: Their
Selection and Care 120 pp.
65 cents),Antifreeze/Coolant 18 pp. 35 cents), Gasoline: More Miles Per Gallon (12 pp. 35 cents),
Three Rules for Maximum
Tire Life (9 pp. 25 cents),
Tires: Their Selection and
_ Care 128 pp. 90 cents). and
What to Buy in Children's
Car Seats (16 pp. 36 cents

Spot

The Best r
Way to
Care For
All Your
Clothes

the pit on Friday. On Sunday,
Sturgill was buried near the
mobile home where he had
talked so optimistically about
life.
During the Interview,
Sturttilltbad rtsiam4had th•Beal

Books to order
on car care

Hog Market

US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Boars 813.50-16.00

EOLIA, Ky.(AP) — It was
late afternoon, last March 11,
when coal miner James N.
Sturgill, a devoutly religious
man, said he wasn't afraid to
die.
-You've got to die

-Avb 1
Sandone
CerrOrd Mosier Diyirancr

Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Gond thru
Nov 30, 1976

Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Nov 30, 1976

Boone's
Laundry & Cleaners
-.Thy Cfi'riners InIcrvsied
lit %MI"
753-2552

cube storage
•Power-Saver energy switch

Church Thursday
Thanksgiving day services
at Churches of Christ,
Scientist, will be held Thursday, November 25, at eleven
a. m. at the local church
building at 1640 Farmer
Avenue, Murray.
Mrs. Gordon Ellis, first
reader, and Mrs. Helen
Peebles, second reader, will
conduct the worship service
which will include readings
from II Corinthians, from the
textbook of Christian Science,
"Science and Health With Key
to the Scriptures" by Mary
Baker Eddy, and testimonies
by Christian Scientists.
The public is invited to
attend the services at the
church on Thursday.
Scotland had "skyscrapers"
more than 300 years ago, 6ccording to National Geographic.
Before Edinburgh expanded in
1767, the city had become so
crowded some buildings were
built fran 10 to 14 stories high.

Mr,. COE 3000P

GE Dryer
S17995
•Removable 'up
front'
filter
•Porcelain enamel
drum resists scratches and corrosion
•T•rned cycle selection for up to 190 minutes
of drymg

GE Black & White
12" Diagonal
Measure TV

GE Washer
a22
9
no.

•Famous 'Filtersystem traps —
lint
•Porcelain enamel
top, lid and tub
•Large-capacity wash basket
•Rugged transmission and motor

$88

GE 19" Diagonal
Measure Color
Television
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• BankAmericard • American Exprea4 Money Card
• Cade Blanche • Diners Club

GOODYEAR SERVICE PORES •
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Deily - Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.
721S. 12th St.
Murray,Ky.
753-0596

315W. Broadway
Mayfield,Ky.
247-3711

600 Jefterqon
Paducah,Ky.
442-5464

100 S.Stateline
Fulton, Ky.
472-1000
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ear's wiring or radiator
hose? It may have been
quite a while, if you are
typical of car owner‘reported in a poll of 370
automotive repairmen.
The survey, conducted
by Car Care Council,shows
many motorists tend to
ignore battery cables,
spark plug wires, radiator
hose and pressure cap until failure has resulted.
In the case of battery
cables, which topped the
list of neglected components, trouble is likely to
take the form of starting
failure.
Especially Te ulnerable
are the connections on the
battery itself. Corrosion
which accumulates on
these surfaces can restrict
the flow of turrent from
the battery to the starter,
resulting in symptoms
similar to a weak or dead
battery. Car Care Council
recommends having these
terminals removed, cleaned and covered with a
protective coating at least
twice a year
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Present for the meeting were: Mrs.
Hutson, Dr. Yancey Watkins, Dr.
Edwin Strohecker, Dr. Rubie Smit14
Max Hurt, J. D. Rayburn, Guy
Billington, Miss Mayrell Johnson, Ed

Close

Holiday

All schools, government offices and many businesses will be closed for the
Thanksgiving Holiday Thursday,and some will not reopen until Monday.
Several local businesses such as groceries, department stores and drug
stores, will be open for busihess on Thanksgiving Day however. Almost all
businesses closing Thursday plan to reopen on Friday.
Murray City Schools, Calloway County Schools and Murray State University will dismiss for the holidays Wednesday. Classes will resume on Mon-gay, Nov. 29.
Offices in the Calloway County Courthouse will be,Glosed Thursday and
Friday and will reopen on Monday. The Murray City Hall offices will be
closed Thursday and plans at this time call for them to reopen Friday.
The Calloway County Public.Library will.beclOsed Thursday and Eiriday
but will reopen at the regular time on Saturday, Nov. V.
The Murray Postoffice will be on the holiday schedule on Thursday only.
The lobby will be open but there will be no home delivery Thursday. Mail will
be dispatched on the holiday,schedule.
The Murray Ledger & Times will not publish Thursday but. will, resume ,
publication with the Friday, Nov. 26, edition.
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Mancil Vinson, director of the Murray
State Alumni Association.
The Century Club, an organization of
public officials, business leaders, and
concerned individuals, was founded in
1967 as a service of the Murray State
University Alumni Association. Money
contributed to the organization is used
exclusively to finance scholarships for
outstanding students desiring to attend
the university.
Last year, 49 Century Club
scholarships, totaling more than
$23,000, were awarded to deserving
young men and women.Since 1967, total
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was born 77 years age, and has one of
the largest cattle and grain operations
in the area. A charter member of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau, and an
honorary member of the Future Farmers of America, he is an original
stockholder in the Calloway County Soil
Conservation Cooperative.
His long civic service is studded with
countless achievements from helping
locate Kentucky Dam on the Tennessee
River to consistent and active support
of his alma meter, Murray State
University, from which he graduated in
1927.
Mrs. Hurt is the former Vera Mavis
McCuiston, and they have one
daughter, Mrs. Van B. Dunn, and four
grown grandchildren.
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The first meeting of the 1977 Calloway
County Century Club steering committee was held last Friday at the home
of Mrs.Emma Sue Hutson, chairman of
this year's fund drive.
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umtury••tAuo contrmutions nave exceeded $124,000. Of this total, $47,225
has come from the Calloway County
Club.
According to Mrs. Hutson, the
Century Club, "...is an unusual opportunity to invest in the future of
Calloway County. Many of the things
we do will pass without much
longevity; however, the support for the
Century Club scholarships is an integral part of the permanency and
stability of Murray State University
and it is one of the best ways to leave
your mark upon it and promote the
future of tomorrow's citizens."
Similar feelings were expressed by
Monroe Sloan, Paducah, 1977 General
Chairman of the Century Club. "Most
recipients of Alumni Century Club
scholarships at Murray, State come'
from this area and a majority will stay

Sunny and Cold
,
Mostly sunny and cold today, high
from 40 to mid 40s. Clear and cold
tonight, low in the low to mid 20s.
'Mostly sunny and warmer Wednesday.
high in the mid to upper 40S7'Thursday
sunny and warmer.

00,
4

uncil, presents Max B. Hurt with the 19-c,

-mai Drive

Ul XV e31. rsensucsy tuuuwtng graduation.
Their contributions mean much to the
emergence of the area as one of the best

locations for business and industry in
the Commonwealth." he said
(See Drive. Page 81

CENTURY CLUB—Members of the 1977 Calloway County Century Club
steering committee are: (left to right) Dr. Yancey Watkins, Dr. Edwin
Strohecker, Miss Mayrell Johnson, Ma. Hurt I. D. Rayburn, Dr. Rubie Smith,
Mrs. Emma Sue Hutson (chairman), Cu', Billington, and Mandl Vinson,
director of' Alumni Affairs, at Murray State. Also present but not pictured
were Ed(hrisman anci Dr. Durwood Be440.
- s •
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Deaths and Funerals

Miner Thought To Have Had Premonition

A. Logan Watson Is Mrs. J. P. Pace Is Sam Givens Dies At Funeral Services
Held Sunday For
Dead At Age 83; Hospital; Funeral
Dead At Age 52;
H. C. Waldrop
Services Today
Funeral Is Today
Rites Wednesday
The funeral for H. Cologrean
• Mrs. J. P. ( Maggie) Pace, Se"
419 South

a

Albert Logan Watson died
Saturday at 8:40 p.m. at the
Memorial
Bend
South
Hospital, South Bend, Ind. He
was 52 years of age and his
death followed an extended
illness.
Mr. Watson operated
Rudy's Restaurant at Murray
from 1960-62 before moving to
South Bend, Ind., where he
was employed as a millwright
for the Bethlehem Steel
Company at Burns Harbor,
Ind.
The deceased was a
member of the First Christian
Church, Murray, a member of
American Legion Post 284 at
South Bend, Ind., a 32nd
degree Mason, and a Navy
veteran of World War II. Born
March 6, 1924, in Murray, he
was the son of Bert Watson of
Kansas and Lola Ivie Watson
who died October 9, 1967.
two
are
Survivors
daughters, Mrs. Jane Watson
Heath, Michigan City, Ind.,
and Miss Lynn Watson, South
Bend, Ind.; one son, Marty
Gene Watson, Mishawaka,
twe-granelsees, Tom and
Jerry Heath.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
at the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Dr. David C. Roos officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after two p.m.
Tuesday.

Mrs. Vergie Smith
Dies Friday With
Rites On Sunday

mother of Mrs. Randolph
(Estelle) Allen of 808 North
19th Street, Murray, died
Saturday at 9:30 p. m. at the
Jennie Stuart Hospital,
Hopkinsville.
She was 83 years of age and
the wife of J. P. Pace who died
in 1973. She was a member of
the Liberty Christian Church
at Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Pace is survived by
three daughters, Mrs. Allen of
Murray, Mrs. Will (Mary
Ertima Smith and Mrs. John
(Corinne)
William
Fourqurean, both of Gracey;
one brother, Rubin Vier,
Farmington, Ill.; six grandchildren; twelve great
grandchildren; several nieces
and nephews including Mrs.
Bob Morton of Lynn Grove.
The funeral is being held
today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Hughart Funeral
Home,Hopkinsville, with Rev.
Brooks Major officiating.
Burial will be in the Riverside
Cemetery, Hopkinsville.

Drivers learn to save on fuel;
pollution levels diminished;
accidents are reduced
By At HOTHENBERG
Former Automotive Editor of Look Magazine, now
Executive Director of Automothe Information Council.

The energy Crisis has .been no bargain, but some
good may come out of it. Perhaps It already has, as
many safety leaders trace a decline in the highway
accident rate to energy-forced lower speed limits.
The Automotive Information Council points out
higher petroleum costs and fears of future shortages
could also make the public more favorably inclined
toward motor vehicle inspection. An efficient engine
that meets emission standards delivers more miles to
the gallon and a regular inspection is the best way
to determine if the standards are being met, AIC claims.
Thirty-two states and juries:
the District of Columbia
• Nebraskareporied 10
now have periodic motor
per cent of fatal accidents
vehicle inspection (PMVI). involved faulty
%chicle.
The number has been virprint to.VAINI iu /968
tually constant -since the
and 5.6 per cent in 1972
dawn of this decade. Volafter PMVI.
untary programs were the
• Depart ntent of Trans.
vogue during the '50s and
porta t i on (DOT) said
half of the '60s but PMVI
brake problems alone acgenerated little support
foe 1,600 to 3,000
because of a lack of data
to show that vehicle con- deaths a year.
• Institute for Safety
dition was a key safety
Analysis estimated defecfactor.
tive vehicles were involved
Solid evidence

Today, there
evidence that
vehicles have
prominently in
"causing deaths

is solid
defective
figured
accidents
and in-

Murray, Ky.

810 S. 4111 St.

-.444

pose of PMVI. Now, an
inspection system is vital
for another reason, the air
we breathe. Except for the
state of New Jersey and a
limited number of communities, the emissions inspection program is still
on the launch pad.
As the law now reads,
two agencies of the Federal Government are responsible for periodic inspections — the National
Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA),
for safety; the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), for emissions. The
Axtomotive Information
Council says that administration of PMVI should be
given to one agency, pointing out that inspection for
safety 0.41(1 enligsinn.s could
be completed at one time.
Certainly, that would be
far more convenient for
the owners of more than
100 million vehicles in
operation.
Huge daily savings

Perhaps the program
would gain even greater
acceptance if it were called
"fuel economy inspection"
or "engine efficiency inspection" with the emphasis on saving gasoline and
money. DOT conservatively estimates that inspec-

tion could save 375,000
barrels of crude oil a day.
Hereare some results of
studies that clearly demonstrate the advantages of
an efficient power plant:
• EPA gate 70 cars
loaded emission inspection and after adjustment
recorded an 8.4 per cent
dip in gas consumption.
• Champion Spark
Plug Company, in nationwide emission and fuel
economy tests, found on
average an 11.7 per cent
fuel economy improvement after needed tuneup. One car in every 35
is so poorly maintained
that ii wastes from 20 to
33 per cent of its fuel.
• Gulf Oil tested )20,000 3e1tieles oset: a year.
found 23 per ceni of the
cars with inefficient engines. The company estimated the
e test
ear wasted as much as
140 gallons of fuel a year,
or nearly 8100 at today's
prices. .
• New York City run
an inspection program on
1,200 taxi., found •iihstantial reduction in hydrocarbon (HC) and carbon monoxide (CO)
emissions and fuel'savings
up to 16 per cent after

19 hold out
Periodic motor vehicle
inspection (PMVI) is
practiced in 31 stalle•.
States not having mandatory safety inspection for
all cars are Alabama,
Alaska, Arizona, California, Connecticut, Illinois,
Iowa, Kansas, Maryland,
Michigan, Minnesota,
Montana, Nevada, North
Dakota, Ohio, Oregon,
Tennessee, Washington
and Wisconsin.
Total 'ear registration
in them- states is nearly
half of the nation's ears.
Motorists living in these
states wishing to have
PMVI laws enacted,
should write their state
legislators.
correCIions.

When CO levels are excessive, it means poor carburetion. Some causes: too
much fuel in the mixture,
low idle speed setting, inoperative choke, clogged
filter. High HC usually
comes from an ignition
problem. Causes: ighition
timing advanced or , retarded to0 much, poor
condenser, worn out spark
plugs, low battery voltage,
vacuum leaks.

Phase 753-3175

AUTO PARTS

Wash that
road salt
right out
of your car
NACL.
These four letters have
a double meaning for motorists. NaC1 is the chemical designation for salt.
And NACL in this regard
could stand for Nixes Active Car Life.
Salt, the kind that is
used to melt ice on highways, can eat through a
car's metal work, destroying the vehicleNo can the
salt contained in sea spray.
When salt from these
sources is allowed to remain--on-the -ear for- -ex- tended periods of time,
deterioration occurs rapidly.
Wintertime in most regions is the most dangerous period for a ear's appearance. Cars should be
washed more frequently
in winter with close attention to hard to reach surfaces such as the underside.
Those little nicks and
dents should be tended to
at this time since salt has
a particularly powerful
effect on damaged surfaces.

41111PAI

AUTO RFPA1R

Murray Auto Parts

Your NAPA Jobber is the Right
Place to Go!

McClure's Auto Repair
Specialize in transmissions,starters,
& generators
401 S. 5th St.

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

Complete Automotive
Machine and Radiator Shop
605 Main St.
Murray,Ky.
Phone 753-4424

Generator, Starter, and Alternator Repair

641 N.

Almo, Ky.

7 -9721

AUTO PARTS

24-Hour Service Call 753-9 189

Trousers
this coupon abaft you bring yew
cleaning

Os Bootie's Cbtanitrs.
Coupon Good thru
Nov 30.1976

Shirts 4 fur994
Laundered
Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you

bring your

cleaning to

Boon,'s Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru

Nov 30, 1976

,

Boone's
Laundry & Cleaners
-Pic rieffitvt. Micrested
,,t -11711.

753-2552

General Auto Servicing

wurcn inursaay

12th & Chestnut
Murray, Ky.
Phone 7

Shell Bulk Plant

;General Auto Servicing
Hwy. 94, New Concord Road
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1323 or 753-9191

•Power-Sever energy switch

Thanksgiving day services
at Churches of Christ,
Scientist, will be held Thursday, November 25, at eleven
a. m. at the local church
building at 1640 Farmer
Avenue, Murray.
Mrs. Gordon Ellis, first
reader, and Mrs. Helen
Peebles, second reader, will
conduct the worship service
which will include readings
from H Corinthians, from the
textbook of Christian Science,
"Science and Health With Key
to the Scriptures" by Mary
Baker Eddy, and testimonieir
by Christian Scientists.
The public is invited to
attend the services at the
church on Thursday.
Scotland had "skyscrapers"
wore than ,300 years -ago, arc. •
cording to National Geographic.
Before Edinburgh expanded in
1767, the city had become so
crowded some buildings were
built from 10 to 14 stories high.

GE Dryer

17995

Removable 'up
front lint filter
•Porcelain enamel
drum resists scratches and corrosion
•Tier44 cycle selection or up 10 190 minutes
of d9in9

-A

GE Washer

GE Black & White
12- Diagonal
Measure TV

22995

•Fernous 'Filler.
Flo' system traps
lint
•Porcelain enamel
top, lid and tub
•tergir-cettracIty weals basins?
•Rugged transmission and motor

GE 19" Dlogonal
Measure Color
Television
•.or

36666

r

GOODAEAR

415.44000
•w, •

8 ttily5 to Buy.
• Cash •Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our Ow,
Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
• BenkAmericard • Amerocan Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Doily - Open Friday until 1:00 p.m.
721 S. 12th St.

Murray,Ky.
753-0595

•

Tal

AUTO SERVICING

Complete Auto Repair
Route 8
753-8683

AAA Wrecker Service

492-8613

•

Suiter Shell Service

Call 753-6243

Don's Auto Repair

Complete One-Stop Service Station

Bring any number. You must present

a

AUTO SERVICING

AUTO REPAIR

COACHES CORNER

Full Time Mechanic

Murray, Ky.

Industrial Rd.

A Service Station not just a filling station
AMOCO PRODUCTS

dwell

Route 4

Expert Repair
All auto work appreciated

1109 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-8311

BODY

complete engine, transmission, and
brake work

Hicks Body Shop

AUTO SERVICING

Mal at
His co

Murdock Garage

AUTO REPAIR

Motor Parts & Bearings

Ito 00-20.01

Murray, Ky. Phone 753-0170 307 N. Mi
AUTO REPAIR

Joe Smith
Generator Service

Swe

CertOra Masicr Oro-Mawr

Until the passage of the
Clean Air Act in 1970,
safety was the only pur-

wk. Hs Ilse adage *rim,sessralsts ad shormien.

OCCDO
On=1:140

Delivery
605 Main
N. 12th
Storey Ave.
5 Pts.

in more than 5,000 deaths
and 200,000 serious injuries annually.

McClinton Automotive
Electric
We nese all kinds el Orton, gsmnien. ad Arnim • wk. II yell 124

4#111

.x.,.
Sanitone

In a 1911 speech Woodrow
SWIM bed worked In the Wilson said,"I can predict with
•• a••••••••,.

CAR CARE SECTION

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

Hog Market

Call For
Pick-Up

%awe gioar446.•41 Hs.Ilw4t

elill CARE

Mrs. Vergie Smith of Benton
Route Three died Friday at
11:40 p. m. at the Benton
Municipal Hospital.
The deceased was 79 years
of age and a member of the
Brewers United Methodist
Church.
Survivors are her husband,
Street Smith, Benton -Route
Three; two daughters, Mrs.
Lida Keeling and Mrs.
Sammie Mayfield, both of
Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs.
Mabel Smith, Mayfield Route
Five, Mrs. Estalee Chester
and Mrs. Winnie Smith, both
of Benton Route One; two half
Hilda
Mrs.
sisters,
Youngblood of Michigan and
Mrs. Robbie Goren of
Kirksey; half brothers,
Lannie Lyles, Benton Route Federal State Market News Service
One; five grandchildren; November 22, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
three great grandchildren.
Report Includes8 Buying Stations
The funeral was held Receipts: Act. 2052 Est . 400 Barrows &
•
Sows Steady
Sunday at two p. m. at the GUsilLs1-2Steady
134.00-34.21
200-230 lbs
$33.50-3401
chapel of the Linn Funeral US 1-3 200-240lbs. ..
83/50-3310
2-4240-200 lbs.
Home, Benton, with Rev. J. H. US
$31.50-32.30
US 3-4300-210 lbs.
Edward Mayfield officiating. Sows
$20.50-21.02
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
Burial was in the Lyles US 1-3 300-500 lbs.
$20.00-2110
..
$21.00-2210
US 1-3900.690 lbs
Cemetery.

No matter what the
garment, if you liked it
well enough to buy it look your best in it! Enjoy
it longer with our Sanitone
Drycleaning Care. That's
smart economy.

converted into the Frank's
Creek Freewill Baptist
Church.

would drive you out of the
mines. I don't think about it."
He said he was "no more
afraid to go into the mine than
I ever was."

Motorists receptive to auto inspection laws

Lunie A. Waldrop of Bell
City died Sunday at 11:30 a.m.
at the Puryear Nursing Home,
Puryear, Tenn. He was 83
years of age.
Mr. Waldrop was a retired
carpenter and an Army
veteran of World War I. He
was a member of the Story's
Chapel United Methodist
Church.
The deceased was preceded
in death by his wife, Helen, in
1955. Born October 21, 1893, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Melvin
Dickerson Waldrop and
Martha Delina King Waldrop.
Survivors include one
brother, Olus Waldrop of
Mayfield, and several nieces
and nephews in Calloway and
Graves Counties.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at one p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home with Rev.
Paul Peck and Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., officiating. Music
will be by J. C. and Edith
Warren, singers, with Mrs.
Oneida White at the organ.
Burial will be in the Story's
Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

The Best
Way to
Care For \
All Your
Clothes

the pit on Friday:On Sunday,
Sturgill was buried near the
mobile home where he had
talked so optimistically about
life.
Daring the interview,
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Lurue
▪ A. Waldrop
Dies.; Funeral To
Be Held Tuesday

US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Boars $13.50-16.00

EOLIA, Ky.(AP) — It was
late afternoon, last March 11,
when coal miner James N.
Sturgill, a devoutly religious
man, said he wasn't afraid to
die.
"Vou'vo gat to die

- 315W. Broadway
Mayfield,Ky.
247-3711

600 Jefferson
Paducah,Ky.
442-5464

,100 S.Stateline
Fulton,Ky.
472-1000

•

,
•

Willia

The Murray Ledger & Times
In

Volume 97 No. 279

9500 car repair shops now Studies show clean air tests
boast certified mechanics liked in Jersey and California
Try it. You'll like it.
the majority paid less
A stomach relief medi- than $25 for the correccation made that line fa- tional work, the survey
mous several years ago. showed. New Jersey clean
The sentiment seems to air officials estimate an
carry over to certain areas annual $80 saving on fuel
that have emission inspec- when the car is properly
tion programs.
tuned.
Surveys conducted in
The Riverside inspection
New Jersey and Riverside, program enjoys a 92 per
Calif., among motorists cent approval rate from
whose cars are inspected motorists surveyed. Seven
for emissions show popu- per cent rated the inspeclarity for the pollution - tion program as "fair"
reducing, gas saving
checks. When motorists in
New Jersey, the only state
with compulsory emissions
inspection and compliance
statewide, were queried
You've owned your car
about their experiences,
the rate of unfavorable almost three years and it
_practically_paid for.
ee ponces was low—
Now you are debating
According to one New whether to trade it in for
Jersey environmental pro- a-new one or hold on to it
tection spokesman, "We for,a while longer.
is no job for sent out questionnaires to
If you have been mainOPERATING AN ENGINE performance tester
patch on the jacket 23,000 persons who had taining your car regularly,
a neophyte. The blue, orange and white
a
as
NIASE
by the
their cars inspected. Only chances are there is still
of this technician shows he is certified
lists 94500
per cent lots of life left in it. Howcompetent mechanic. The new NIASE directory mechanics. two and a half
certified
had unfavotable com- ever, if your maintenance
service outlets nationwide that employ
ments about the inspec- has been hit or miss, then
automobile tion. While 92 per cent you should give your veeight
in
tests
testing
been
NIASE has
as tune-up, made no comment either
mechanics' competency by systems suchtransmission, way, five percent went out hicle a bumper to bumper
c
automati
and roof to tire tread
for
means of written tests
and brakes. The of their way to praise physical at your favorite
almost four years. To date, front end, developed and inspection."
service outlet.
almost 100,000 mechanics tests are
Of those who had to
administered by EducaUse the following check
have been certified in one
because
in
repaired
cars
Service
have
Testing
list to determine the conor more areas of compe- tional
tests,
emission
failed
they
, N.J.
dition of your car. If you
tency. The Institute offers Princeton

and only one per cent said
it was "poor." The tests.
which are voluntary and
performed at no charge,
result from an experimental pilot program mandated by the California
state legislature.
Of the 30 per cent of the
cars that failed to meet
standards, one- third of
the motorists repaired
their cars for a retest
Average repair cost has
been $18 to $28

Keeping car longer?
Here's what to waich

0

Main Street Texaco.
Only Texaco Station in Town

Complete Service

Authorized Dealer for
Calloway & Marshall Counties

307 N. Main St.

Benton, Ky.

Murray, Ky.

Phone 527-3441 15th 8 Main

'.•

BODY wORK

"You Wreck ent, We Fix 'em"

Tubers Body Shop, Inc.
24 hour wrecker service

Mufflers and Brakes

301 Olive

121 Bypass
753-9706

2Locations

618 S. 4th
753-97%

307 N. Main St. Benton, Ky. Phone 527-3441
TIRES

We carry
Trop-Artic
Motor Oil

rreseni tor me meeting were: Mrs.
Hutson, Dr. Yancey Watkins, Dr.
Edwin Strohecker, Dr. Rubie Smith,
Max Hurt, J. D. Rayburn, Guy
Billington, Miss Mayrell Johnson, Ed

All schools, government offices and many businesses will be closed for the
'
Thanksgiving Holiday Thursday,and some will not reopen until Monday
Several local businesses such as groceries, department stores and drug
stores, will be open for business on Thanksgiving Day however. Almost all
businewres closing Thursday plan to reopen on Friday.
Murray City Schools, Calloway County Schools and Murray State Univer" sity will dismiss for the holidays Wednesday. Classes will resume on Monday, Nov. 29.
,Offices in the Calloway County Courthouse will be closed Thursday and
Friday and will reqpen on Monday. The Murray City Hall offices will be
closed Thursday and plans at this time call for them to reopen Friday.
,The Calloway County Public Library will be closed Thursday and Friday
but will reopen at the regular time on Saturday, Nov. 27.
The Murray Postoffice will be on the holiday schedule on Thursday only.
The lobby will be open but there will be no home delivery Thursday. Mail will
be dispatched on the holiday schedule.
The Murray Ledger & Times will not publish Thursday but will rftume
publication with the Friday, Nev. 26, edition.
-

Ze BODY SHOP

authorized dealerfor Calloway
and Marshall Counties

Thweatt's Tire Center

Hendon's Service Station
200 N. 4th St.

753-1351

Lampkins Buick, Inc.

MOTOR OIL

Quality-Service-Availability

Murray, Ky.

AUTO SERVICING

Fina Station

RADIATOR Er GLASS

The first meeting of the Wu(Amway
County Century Club steering Committee was held Iasi Friday at the home
of Mrs.Emma Sue Hutson,chairman of
this year's fund drive.

Max B. Hurt

Lynn Grove,
Phone 435-4133

GASOLINE

BODY WORK

1107 Chestnut St.
Phone 753-5524

for his

WHEEL BALANCING Ii ALIGNMENT

403 S. 2nd
Phone 753-3571 or 753-270
,K .
Mu

& Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky,
753-5142

Williams Radiator St Glass Co.

rectors of
"nsurance
anced to
wo years
reasurer,
,tive viceid in the
iaha until

Ru y Lovett
Distributing Co., Inc.

Buck's Body Shop

1301 Chestnut St.
Mu ,K .

the Bank
currently
he oldest

Crawford Shell Service
Station Highway 94Ky.

753-7780

GASOLINE

BODY WORK

to Station
he way in
,ment of

was born 7'7 years ago, and has one of
the largest cattle and grain operations
in the area. A charter member of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau, and an
honorary member of the Future Farmers of America, he is an original
stockholder in the Calloway County Soil
Conservation Cooperative.
His long civic service is studded with
countless achievements from helping
locate Kentucky Dam on the Tennessee
River to consistent and active support
of his alma mater, Murray State
University, from which he graduated in
1927.
Mrs. Hurt is the former Vera Mavis
McCuiston, and they have one
daughter, Mrs. Van B. Dunn, and four
grown grandchildren.

GASOLINE

GASOLINE

NEW Er USED CARS

inty rural
ized and
of the
was inan Stove

" decide to hang on to it,
make certain these items
are-trr good -conclitien -toassure yourself of continued worry-free. safe performance
Check.
7 Battery and cable
Condition of tires, both
tread and side walls
Transmission linkage
Condition of brakes
Condition of shock absorbers
Exhaust system
Cooling system including radiator hoses, cap
•
and thermostat
' Netts
El
0 Wiper arms and blades

DIRE. el'011Y
Lampkins Buick, Inc.

Three Sections— 28 Pages

CAR CARE SECTION
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Motorists in all 50 states
can now find mechanics
who can fix their cars
right by Checking a newly
published directory of garages that employ competent mechanics. These
mechanics have been tested and certified by an
independent, non-profit
organization, the National
Institute for Automotive
Service Excellence.
The new 19'16 edition of
- Where to Find Certified
Mechanics for Your Car"
lists 9,500 automotive repair establishments. The
listings are by city and
state and include new car
dealerships, independent
garager service- .stations,specialty shops. mass merchandisers, and body and
paint shops.
To -Order a directory
send a check or money
order for $1.95 to NIASE,
1825 K Street, Suite 515,
Washington, D.C. 20006.
Not all employers of
certified mechanics are
listed. To assure that only
those who currently employ certified mechanics
are listed, employers must
make application every
year. This Ls for the consumer's protection.

_

15' Per Copy

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon November 23, 1976

Our 97th Year

Murray, Ky.

753-1921

For Your Tire Needs
See Us!
6 Miles north of Murray
On 641

tau moan, ur. uurwooa hearty aria
Mancil Vinson, director of the Murray
State Alumni Association.
The Century Club, an organization of
public officials, business leaders, and
concerned individuals, was founded in
1967 as a service of the Murray State
University Alumni Association. Money
contributed to the org4nization is used
exclusively to finance scholarships for
outstanding students desiring to attend
the university.
Last year, 49 Century Club
scholarships, totaling more than
$23,000, were awarded to deserting
young men and wonitn. Since 1967, total

TODAY'S INDEX
Three Sections Today
Local Scene
Horoscope
Dear Abby
4
Opinion Page
67
"Sports
8
Deatlis &Funerals
10
Comics
10
Crossword
8
s
44 Classified
section
8 Pages
Roses
Pages
Uncle Jeff's

iuncil, presents Mat B. Hurt with the 19-6

Phone
753-2720

t.entury tam contributions have exceeded'$124,000. Of this total, $47,225
has come from the Calloway County
Club.
According to Mrs. Hutson, the
Century Club, "...it an unusual opportunity to invest in the future of
Calloway County. Many of the things
we do will pass without much
longevity; however, the support for the
Century Club scholarships is an integral part of the permanency and
stability of Murray State University
and it is one of the best ways to leave
your mark upon it and promote the
future of tomorrow's citizens."
Similar feelings were expressed by
Monroe Sloan, Paducah, 1977 General
Chairman of the Century Club. "Most
recipients of Alumni Century Club
scholarships at Murray State come
from this area and a, majority will stay

°mai Drive

in west Kentucky toitowing graduattion.
Their contributions mean much to the
emergence of the area as one of the best

locations for business and industry in
the Commonwealth," he said.
(See Drive, Page*

Sunny and Cold
Mostly sunny and cold today, high
from 40 to mid 40s. Clear and cold
tonight, low in the low to mid 20s.
Mostly sunny and warmer Wednesgay
high in the mid to upper 40s. Thursdal)
sunny and warmer.

CENTURY CLUB—Members of the L177 Calloway Courts CenturY flub
steering «immittee are: (left to right) Dr. Yancey Watkins, Dr. Edwin
Strohecker, Mist Mayrelliohnson, Mat Hurt. I. D. Rayburn, Dr. Rubie Smith,
sirs. Emma Sue Hutson ti hairman), Guy Billington, and Monti' Vinson,
director of Alumni Affairs at Murray State. Also present but not pictured
view Id(hrisman and Dr. Durwood Beatty.
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Miner Thought To Have Had Premonition

Deaths and Funerals
A. Logan Watson Is Mrs. J. P. Pace Is Sam Givens Dies At Funeral Services
Held Sunday For
Hospital; Funeral
Dead At Age 83;
Dead At Age 52;
H. C. Waldrop
Services Today
Funeral Is-Today
Rites Wednesday
The funeral for H. Coleman
of 412 South
Albert Logan Watson died
Saturday at 8:40 p.m. at the
Memorial
Bend
South
Hospital, South Bend, Ind. He
was 52 years of age and his
death followed an extended
illness.
Mr. Watson operated
Rudy's Restaurant at Murray
from 1960-62 before moving to
South Bend, Ind., where he
was employed as a millwright
for the Bethlehem Steel
Company at Burns Harbor,
Ind.
The deceased was a
member of the First Christian
Church, Murray, a member of
American Legion Post 284 at
South Bend, Ind., a 32nd
degree Mason, and a Navy
veteran of World War II. Born
March 6, 1924, in Murray, he
was the son of Bert Watson of
Kansas and Lola Ivie Watson
who died October 9, 1967.
two
are
Survivors
daughters, Mrs. Jane Watson
Heath, Michigan City, Ind.,
and Miss Lynn Watson, South
Bend, Ind.; one son, Marty
Gene Watson, Mishawaka,
Ind.; tWo-gratdSba;litirriand
Jerry Heath.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
at the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Dr. David C. Roos officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after two p.m.
Tuesday.

Mrs. J. P. ( Maggie) Pace,
mother of Mrs. Rard k
(Estelle) Allen of 80t
19th Street, Murray.
Saturday at 9:30 p. m.
Jennie Stuart Ho
Hopkinsville.
She was 83 years of t
the wife of J. P. Pace w
in 1973. She was a mer
the Liberty Christian
at Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Pace is survi
three daughters, Mrs.,
Murray, Mrs. Will
Emma) Smith and Mr
( C or
William
Fourqurean, both of C
one brother, Rubin
Farmington, Ill.; six
dchildren; twelve
grandchildren; severa)
and nephews includin
Bob Morton of Lynn Gr
The funeral is beir
today at two p. m.
chapel of the Hughart I
Home,Hopkinsville, wi
Brooks Major offii
Burial will be in the RI
Cemetery, Hopkinsvilli

Sam Givens

Itill••mtim•F

EOLIA, Ky.(AP) — It was
late afternoon, last March 11,
when coal miner James N.
Sturgill, a devoutly religious
man, said he wasn't afraid to
die.
-You've got to die

the pit on Friday. On Sunday, would drive you out of the
Sturgill was buried near the mines. I don't think about it."
He said he was "no more
mobile home where he had
talked so optimistically about afraid to go into the mine than
lever was."
life.
During the interview, Sturgill had worked in the
mines as a youagetar, sitar
Sturgill had described the first .
.

ma

Atmdt

converted into the Firiank's
Creek Freewill Baptist.
Church.
In a 1919 speech Woodrow
Wilson said,"I can predict with
•.
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Never mix different tire
constructions on the same
axle.
If a pair of radial tires
count size limitations, car
handling efficiency and is used with bias or belted
other safety considera- bias tires, the radials always go on the rear axle.
tions.
Never select a smaller
THIRD, if your old tires
tire than those that came wear out before you think
with the car. It might they should, have an exaffect ground clearance, pert check them to find
Instrument accuracy and out why. It may be that
the sus&nsion system of better tire maintenance
the car and is not design- will. help you make your
ed, to carry the vellicle new tires last longer.
load.
There are three tire
types or constructions —
IS YOUR OIL O.K.?
bias, belted bias and radial
a check of cars all
In
tires. All must meet govwas
ernment safety standards. over the country, it
than
more
that
learned
SECOND, play the Ur,
mating and mixing game one car out of every four
was at least one quart low
correctly.
It is best to try and keep on its oil supply. Low oil
the fame construction and levels can cause serious
size of tire on all four engine wear.
wheels. -

Basic guideline list for selecting tires
With both safety and
budget in mind, the Tire
Industry Safety Council
-offers some basic tire selection guidelines.

FIRST, go by the book.
Before considering options to the tires that
came with the car, check
the owner's manual, a

dealer or the tire instructions affixed to the car.
Tire replacement recommendations for any vehicle should take into ac-

410••••••••••••••••••

Aior
111

4

B

DON'T
°Ps

p.

The Tune-Up
ofthe Year!!

101/e

4
4
4

• See Our Service
Department For
Expert Tune-Ups

Lunie A. Waldri
Dies; Funeral I
Be Held rues&

Locked bumpers
unmesh easily
There bumpers should
is an easy way

to unlock
your car get tangled up
with pnother vehicle.
Doi.c the right side of
the lead car, dragging the
other one along, up on
the curb, making sure the
driver's side wheels. of
the lead car continue at
street level.
By the time the right
rear wheel of the lead
cat' mount.' the curb, the
bumpers will unlock—if
you avoid drquing the
wheelv of the rear car up
on the curb.
Thm.. work!. onl, if the
: back car
bump( r of hit,
iv under the bumper of
the front car.

111
5105M, ,

PURDOM
p.

-Satisfied Customers Are Our

p.

Main Concern-

095

1406 "last Maio- 753-5315
4

ser

p.
4

p.
-4 p.

Now through January 10, 1977, save $253.00 when you buy any
76 or 77 Pacer or Pacer Wagon (IN STOCK). Save $253.00 on a
new 1977 Pacer or Pacer Wagon if you order it by December 10,
1976.
Don't Miss This Great Savings!

A.AAA A A.
•""nr

PACER
EXTRA COMFORT
AND LUXURY...
PACER

Hog Marko

- t
„44....A747C2
PACER WAGON
Backed by the all-new
AMC BUYER PROTECTION PLAN" II!

US 2-3
Boars 813.50-16.00

Well supply the wheels.
You've decided which car you're going to buy, and where you're
going to buy it. Now, where's the best place to get the money?
That's easy. Our auto-purchase plan can be tailored to virtually
any schedule of repayment — and at low finance rates. How do
you get it? See us for a new point of view on how easy auto financing can be.

onew

Delivery
605 Main
N. 12th
Storey Ave.
5 Pts.

V

Sanitone
Certified Mcsrr Drydroner

a
tl
a'

0

a
a

SAVE $253w

Rites On Sunday

Call For
Pick-Up

a

4

Olds Pontiac - Cadillac

Mrs. Vergie Smith
Dies Friday With

No matter what the
garment, if you liked it
well enough to buy it look your best in it I Enjoy
it longer -with our Sanitone
Drycleaning Care. That's
smart economy.

a

sa

Lunie A. Waldrop o
City died Sunday at 11:2
at the Puryear Nursing
Puryear, Tenn. He v
years of age.
Mr. Waldrop was a
carpenter and an
veteran of World War
was a member of the;
Chapel United Met
Church.
The deceased was pi.'
in death by his wife, He
1955. Born October 21, 1
Calloway County, he w
son of the late 11
Waldrop
Mrs. Vergie Smith of Benton Dickerson
King Ws,
Delina
Martha
at
Friday
died
Three
Route
include
Survivors
11:40 p. m. at the Benton
brother, Olus Waldr
Municipal Hospital.
several
The deceased was 79 years Mayfield, and
in CaAow:
of age and a member of the and nephews
Brewers United Methodist Graves Counties.
Funeral services v
Church.
at one p
Survivors are her husband, held Tuesday
the Max
of
chapel
the
Route
Street..„Smith, Benton
Home wit:
Three; two daughters, Mrs. chill Funeral
and Dr. With
Lida Keeling and Mrs. Paul Peck
officiating.
Jr.,
Mullins,
Sammie Mayfield, both of
.J. C. and
by
be
will
Mrs.
sisters,
three
fie1d;
,
Ma5
with
Mabel Smith, Mayfield Route Warren, singers,
White at the
Five, Mrs. Estalee Chester Oneida
be in the S
and Mrs. Winnie Smith, both Burial will
of Benton Route One; two half Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call
Hilda
Mrs.
sisters,
home.
funeral
Youngblood of Michigan and
Mrs. Robbie Goren of
Kirksey; half brothers,
Lannie Lyles, Benton Route Federal State Market News
November 22. 1975
One; five grandchildren; Kentucky
Purchase Area Hog
three great grandchildren.
Report Includes 8 Buying Station:
Act. 2052 Est_ 400 Bar
The funeral was held Receipts:
Gilts Steady Sows Steady
$34.
Sunday at two p. m. at the US 1-2 2120-230 lbs.
$33
1-3 200-240 lbs
chapel of the. Linn Funeral US
$32.
US 2-4 240.260 lbs
H.
J.
Rev.
with
Home,Benton,
$31.
US 3-4 260-280 lbs ,,
Edward Mayfield officiating. Sows
.120
US 1-2 270-350 Its .
Burial was in the Lyles US 1-3 300-5001bs .
$21.
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
Cemetery.
300-500 lbs

The Best
Way to \
Care For \
All Your
Clothes

11

view

_ -- - Bring;ny number You must present
this coupon whin you bring your
cleaning to Bosses Otiosers.
Coupon Good thru
Nov 30, 1976

Shirts 4
Laundered

99'

for

Bring any number You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone't Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Nov 30.1576

Boone's
Laundry & Cleaners
(..14,41114,1v Illiere%1011
10 1,5

1 ///

753-2552

Compare for yourself...

There's more to an AMC

" Cain's, AMC,Jeep, Inc.

0/BANK
EOPLES
MURRAY

806 Coldwater Road - 753.6448. Murray

KY.

,
Javell Wien yy
rvisitri

Thanksgiving day services
at Churches of Christ,
Scientist, will be held Thursday, November 25-, at eleven
a. nr." at the local church
building at 1640 Farmer
Avenue, Murray.
Mrs. Gordon Ellis, first
reader, and Mrs. Helen
Peebles, second reader, will
conduct the worship service
which will include readings
from II Corinthians,from the
textbook of Christian Science,
"Science and Health With Key
to the Scriptures" by Mary
Baker Eddy, and testimonies
by Christian Scientists.
The public is invited to
attend the services at the
church on Thursday.
Scotland had "skyscrapers"
Mote than 300 years ago, according to National Geographic.
Before Edinburgh expanded in
1767, the city had become so
crowded some buildings were
built from 10 to 14 stnries high.

rswtsuo

GE Dryer
$11117995
•Removable'up
front' lint filter
•Porcelain enamel
drum resists scratches and corrosion
•Timed cycle selection for up to 190 minutes
of drying

GE Black & White
12" Diagonal
Measure TV

GE Washer
it22915
•Famous 'FilterFlo' system traps
lint
•Porarlain enamel
, top lid and tub
•Large-capacity wean basket
•Rugged transrniseion and motor

88

An. rr
n stc,

GE 19- Diagonal
Measure Color
Television
ow,
•
•••••
•,"•.•

'36666

.01

GOODAEAR

8Itkvs to BU.I.
• Cash • Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our Own ,
CuStorner Credit Plan • Master Charge
• Rank Arnencard• American Express Morey Card
_
• Carte Blanche • 0011191.Qub_

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Daily - Open
721 S. 12th St.
Murray,Ky.
753-0595.

315 W.Broadway

Mayfield,Ky.
247-3711

Friday until 8:00 p.m.

600 Jefferson
Paducah,Ky.
-.442-5464

100S.Stateline
Fulton,Ky.
47?-1009

•
,s

The Murray Ledger & Times
15' Per Copy

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon Novembe-r 23, 1976

In Our 97th Year

Volume 97 No. 279

Three Sections — 28 Pages
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Know what jack's made for,
how to use it to do job safely
Doing your own auto- platform is an a smooth, while the car is on the
shaking the car.
• • •
motive work can save you level surface and the shaft
6. Check to be sure
jack could cause the vetime and money, but. it of the jack is perpendicuhicle to fall. When replac- nothing is under the car
also.can bring you a lot lar to the ground. Position
before lowering it to the
ing the tire, semi-tighten
of -misery if you don't the bumper hook properly
the lugs while the wheel ground
adopt a profess,ional atti- according to your caris raised. Finish the job
tude toward repairs, ac- owner's manual, and make
when the wheel is on the
.cording to the National, sure the lock is in the
full-up' position before at- ground.
Safety Council.
Many do-it-yourself re- tempting.to raise the car.
5 Jack slowly to avoid
• • •
pairmen, according to NSC
the
on
down
Press
2.
When a sudden cold
Traffic Department ManGIVE IT '1111-.
ager Don Lhotka, make a service brake and then
spell hits, remember to
air
brake.
If your car has an
critical mistake in using set the emergency
cheat youttlres' air presa bumper jack to support This will lock all four conditioner, don't let it sure. For every 10-degree
their vehicles while they wheels. Then shift into remain completely idle in (F) drop in temperature,
do wheel, or. undercarriage "park" on automatic winter. Let it run occa- a tire may lose a pound
transnifission vehicles or sionally a few minutes at of pressure. Harder steerwork.
"A bumper jack," Lhot- "reverse" on manual a time so the freon can ing, tire wear and gasoline
s.
circulate and keep the mileage loss may result.
ka said, "is made for only transmission
• • •
"freed up."
system
changing
—
one purpose
3. Keep children and
a tire. It's not suitable for pets away from the work
DON'T MAKE WAVES '
SAFE DIST tNiCE
extended wheel work or area.
Don't Mate WaVes tori
- Traffic safety - &wefts
• • •
any -work -that - puts Inc-4 If you're changing a the highway or your car recommend maintaining
• mechanic under the car,"
tire, loosen the lug nuts may hydroplane out of one car length between
he continued.
Lhotka offered motorists before jacking the wheel 'control. A car moving too vehicles for each 10 miles
words,
the following advice for off the ground. This will fast in rainy weather can of speed. In other stay
make it easier to unfasten build up a wave of water at 50 miles an hour,
safe bumper jack use:
five car lingths back.
• • •
the nuts. In addition. a between the tires and the
I Make sure the jack *sharp pull on a lug wrench pavement
•

•

CAR CARE SECTION

CUT $ll

Sears

Cheek tires if
mercury drops

•

od Scout'
se county rural
Tganized and
etary of the
!, he was inTappan Stove
f Radio Station
led the way in
velopment of
'rota.
or of the Bank
ind, currently
, is the oldest
77.
of directors of
irld Insurance
advanced to
4. Two years
ins]treasurer,
xecutive viceheld in the
Omaha until

was born 77 years ago, and has one of
the largest cattle and grain operations
in the area. A charter member of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau, and an
honorary member of the Future Farmers of America, he is an original
stockholder in the Calloway County.Soil
Conservation Cooperative.
His long civic service is studded with
countless achievements from helping
locate Kentucky Dam on the Tennessee
River to consistent and active support
of his alma mater, Murray State
University, from which he graduated in
1927.
Mrs. Hurt is the former Vera Mavis
McCuiston, and they have one
daughter, Mrs. Van B. Dunn, and four
grOwn grandchildren.

BATTERY

—

him for his
735 49,
ow 1976
fall to Boos
*If

Max B. Hurt

NOW IN STOCK in many -likes at your local
Sears Catalog Store., call today--i. the size to
6.
'
fit your Car! Poo flPiltt 9091141119 /A 19;-.

E
SAV
27
For a limited time, better
gas mileage is on sale. And
you can buy it in these
special Mileage Sale packs
of Champion spark plugs.
Because tests have
shown that fresh sets
of Champions
can save gas.

We've been testing cars like
yours all across the country.
And we've found that gas

mileage improves when
worn plugs are replaced
with a fresh set of
Champions alone.
Sofrit'er up with
Champions.During
Champion's Better
Mileage Sale.

or.

^

War. 537.00 tick
Re4.(ed 1,41% est 1916
fill tic Book
sou NOP tialt•gh
155-73 Tpbeless Bloc',oll

Iasi **a tome urd

00
plus
55.
E

CHAMI2

Cali Sean Today tor rite tire to lit your car at a great sn ogli

Fill 'er up
with Champions.

PIKE ExPiRtS
• Prim we toms hoots

Sears
•••

WON,.••••

1916
• Del,,!'!

Sorthude S1144004 Color
753-2310

a.

Present for the meeting were: Mrs.
Hutson, Dr. 'Yancey Watkins, Dr.
Edwin Strohecker, Dr. Rubie Smith,
Max Hurt, J. D. Rayburn; Guy
Billington, Miss Mayrell Johnson, Ed

Many Offices To Close
Thanksgiving Holiday
All schools, government offices and many businesses will be closed for the
Thanksgiving Holiday Thursday,and some will not reopen until Monday.
Several local businesses such as groceries, department stores and drug
stores, will be open for business on Thanksgiving Day however. Almost all
businesses closing Thursday plan to reopen on Friday.
Murray City Schools, Calloway County Schools and Murray State University will dismiss for the holidays Wednesday. Classes will resume on Monday, Nov. 29.,
Offices in the Calloway County Courthouse-will be closed Thursday and
Friday and will reopen on Monday. The Murray City Hall offices will be
closed Thursday and plans at this time call for them to reopen Friday.
The Calloway County Public Library will be closed Thursday and Friday
but will reopen at the regular time on Saturday. Nov. 27.
The Murray Postoffice will be on the holiday schedule on Thursday only.
The lobby will be open but there will he no ho delivery Thursday. Mail will
,
be dispatched on the holiday schedule.
Thursday but will retsme
-The Murray Ledger & Times will not publish
publication with the Friday, Nov', 26, edition.

unrisman, ur. uurwoo(1 beatty arm
Mancil Vinson, director of the Murray
State Alumni Association.
The Century Club, an organization of
public officials, business leaders, and
concerned individuals, was founded in
1967 as a service of the Murray State
University Alumni Association. Money
contributed to the organization is Used
exclusively to finance scholarships for
outstanding students desiring to attend
the university.
Last year, 49 Century Club
scholarships, totaling more than
$23,000, were awarded to deserving
young men and women.Since 1967, total
.."NitmAgoowma..04:4.-::...-.,

TODAY'S INDEX
Three Sections Today ,.
1
-,
2
Local Scene
' Horoscope
Dear Abbk '
Opinion Page's
—6 •
i, SPorts
8
k Deaths &F unerals
10;
1 Comics
10
i Crossword
10,11
;Classifieds
0
8 Pages 1
Roses Section
8 Pages
Uncle Jeff's

1

I

44140.416141411111611111101111111111111111MIPIIIMISM 3.0.-
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19-6

Sears Catalog Sales Office

Tao*,OH 43661

The fingmeeting of the 1977 Calloway
County Centuty Club steering committee was held last Friday at the home
of Mrs.Emma Sue Hutson, chairman of
this year's fund drive.

ut Council, presents Ma% B. Hurt with the

htfi

Inual Drive

untury tiluti contributions nave ex- *4: in west Kentucky touowing graduation.
Their contributions mean much to the
ceeded $124,000. Of this total, $47,225
of the area as one of the best
emergence
County
Calloway
the
has come from
Club.
According to Mrs. Hutson, the
Century Club, "...is an unusual opportunity to invest in the future of
Calloway County. Manx of the things
we do will pass without much
longevity; however, the support for the
Century Club scholarships is an integral part of the permanency and
stability of Murray State University
and it is one of the best ways to leave
your mark upon it and promote.. the
future of tomorrow's citizens."
Similar feelings were expressed by
Monroe Sloan, Paducah, 1977 General
Chairman of the Century Club. "Most
recipients of Alumni Century Club
scholarships at Murray State come
from this area and a majority will stay

locations for business and industry in
the Commonwealth," he said
(See Drive,Page tti

Sunny and Cold
Mostly sunny and cold today, high
from 40 to mid 40s. Clear and cold
tonight, low in the low to mid 20s.
Mostly sunny and warmer Wednesday,
high in the mkt to upper 40s. Thursday
sunny and warmer.

CENTURY flUB—Members of the 1977 Calloway County Century Club
.steering wmenittee are: ‘left to right) Dr. Yancey Watkins. Dr. Edwin
Strohecker, Miss Mayrell Johnson, Mall Hurt, J. D. Rayburn, Dr. Rubie Smith.
Mrs. Emma Sue,Eidtson hoirrnan), Guy Billington. and Mancit Vinson.
director of Alumni Affairs at Murray State. Alsvresent hut not pictured
were Ed(hrismant and Dt.Jurwood BeattY
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Miner Thought To Have Had Premonition

Deaths and Funerals
A. Logan Watson Is Mrs. J. P. Pace Is Sam Givens Dies At Funeral Services
Held Sunday For
Hospital; Funeral
Dead At Age 83;
Dead At Age 52;
H. C. Waldrop
Services Today
Funeral Is Today
Rites Wednesday
The funeral for H. Coleman
of 412 South

EOLIA, Ky.(AP) — It was the pit on Friday. On Sunday, would drive you out of the
late afternoon, last March 11, Sturgill was buried near the mines. I don't think about it."
He said he was "no more
when coal miner James N. mobile home where he had
Sturgill, a devoutly religious
man, said he wasn't afraid to
die.
"You've got to die
sometime," Sturgill said.

talked so optimistically about
life.
During the interview,
Sturgill had described the first
explosion as "a fluke. . . a

Sam Givens
Mrs. J. P. ( Maggie) Pace,
Albert Logan Watson died mother of Mrs. Randolph Eighth Street, Murray, died Waldrop was held Sunday at
.
— .
Saturday at 8:40 p.m. at the (Estelle)
Memorial
Bend
South
19th Street
Hospital, South Bend, Ind, He Saturday at .
was 52 years of age and his Jennie Sti
death followed an extended Hopkinsville.
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illness.
She was 83
Mr. Watson operated the wife of J.
Rudy's Restaurant at Murray in 1973. She
from 1960-62 before moving to the Liberty
South Bend, Ind., where he at Hopkinsvil
was employed as a millwright
Mrs. Pace
for the Bethlehem Steel three daught(
Company at Burns Harbor, Murray, MI
Ind.
Emma) Smit
The deceased was a William
member of the First Christian Fourqurean,
the ti011 circuit (the unit that
A sparking spark plug, Literally is becomingtion actually fires the spark
Church, Murray, a member of one brother
conversa
nation's
if it were linked to a resoAmerican Legion Post 284_ at Farmington,
R.F.I. plug) is potentially the
nant antenna,could create .1 piece, the. initials
South Bend, Ind., a 32nd dchildren;
' take on a new importance. worst R.F.I. offender. To
could
that
signal
radio
a
for radio minimize the possibilities
degree Mason, and a Navy grandchildret
be heard around the world. R.F.I. stands
ce.
of R.F.I. from this circuit,
veteran of World War H. Born and nephews
Ordinarily, this fact might frequency interferen
ignition cables are usually
imname
the
March 6, 1924, ins-Murray, he Bob Morton o.
as
trivia
R.F.I.,
to
be of interest Only
the resistor type. These
of
noises
of
"static"
Watson
was the son of Bert
fans, broadcast engineers, plies, is the
The funerr
r cables use resuppresso
sources
from
or former spark gap oper- emanating
Kansas and Lola Ivie Watson today at tw
conductors
type
sistance
on or within the car itself.
ators.
who died October 9, 1967.
wire
chapel of the
metal
than
rather
These noises can interfere
But due to the phenomtwo Home,Hopkii
are
Survivors
conductors at their core.
and
CB
of
reception
with
Citienal growth of the
daughters, Mrs. Jane Watson Brooks Ma
conventional radios, telezen's Band radio usage in
Also commonly used in
Heath, Michigan City, Ind., Burial will be
vision and other communi- R.F.I. suppression are recars and trucks, the radio
and Miss Lynn Watson, South Cemetery, Ht
cations media.
signal emitted by the
sistor - type spark plugs.
Bend, Ind.: one son, Marty
Most cars and trucks Resistor plugs contain an
spark plug and the igniGene Watson,. Mishawaka,
are suppressed by the element that greatly retion system is of unusual
man-ufactm-er to provide- duces radiation froin'Ighl:
-interest:
. Ind.; two grandsrms, Tom and
satisfactory reception in tion cables and virtually
Jerry Heath.
R.F.I. Defined
conventional AM and FM eliminates the high freFuneral services will be
receivers. However, ama- quency of the spark. CB
the
that
radio
Now
a.m.
held Wednesday at 10:30
radio, citizen's band
teur
Many vehicles currently
at the chapel of the Blalockand other types of two- utilize both resistor plugs
Lunie A. IS
with
Home
Funeral
Coleman
way communications sys- and suppression cables for
City died Sund
Dr. David C. Roos officiating.
tems may require addi- R.F.I. squelching.
Puryear
the
at
Burial will be in the Murray
tional and more efficient
Puryear, Ter
Maintenance important
suppression
City Cemetery.
years of age.
Capacitors, providing
To keep CB reception
Friends may call at the
Mr. Waldro
grounding of R.F.I sig- and transmission at its
funeral home after two p.m.
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CAR CARE SECTION

Tuned cars say,'Ready when you are, CB'
Resistance of wiring needs check
every time the engine is serviced

age. When this condition
exists, the ignition system
will radiate higher levels
of interference as well as
hamper engine performance. Installing new resis.

tor plugs will help relieve
the situation.
•
DISTRIBUTOR CAP Al)
HOTOH — Erosion of the
rotor also can affect the
distributor cap segments
and cap,cause additional
R F.I. Such erosion in
creases the gap which the
ignition voltage must
jump and causes higher

MURRAY

IN
T
24 HOURS

Luni! A.
Dies;\Fui
Be Held

Mrs. Vergie Smith
Dies Friday With

interference levels and
poor performance. Should
the rotor and cap become
worn, replace them
• • •
TIGHT CONNECTIONS
— Poor connections at locations like the spark plug
terminals, coil and distributor towers, hamper suppression and engine performance. Connections
should be checked for
tightness as part of a
tune-up.
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McCLARD'S
H L SERVICE

MURRAY

1601 MAIN

For Comfort,
Style, and
Good Prices...
See Our Chevrolets!

Rites On Sunday

We have one of the largest
inventories of cars in this area.

Monte Carlo

AUTO FACTS

Camaro Coupe

Hog M

Boars 813.50-16.00

Nara*

CapricaClassic

Corvette Sport Coupe

ENOUGH TO CAPTURE
PARTICLES AS MiHuTE
AS POLLEN,YET ALLOW
THE FREE FLOW OF
CLEAN AIR

Battery

Salesmen:IR(Hardiman)Nix, Hugh Wright 8. Jan Dalton

$34"
BUT 7F THE AIR FILTER
BECataES CLO6CIEP, THE

MURRAY
HOME &
AUTO

The Best
Way to \
Care For
All Your
Clothes

Northside Shopping Centel
Phone 753-2571
l*Patented construction proven
best in over 6,500,000 original
equipment applications.

Ms mopes aim pee brims yeselenhog ts Ihresmis Osevers.
Coupon Good thro
Nov 30, te74

cosersicers
No matter what the
garment, if you liked it
well enough to buy it —
look your best in it, Enjoy
it longer with our Sanitone
Drycleaning Care. That's
smart economy.

Shirts 4 for99'
Laundered
Bring oily number. tau must present
this coupon alien you bring your
cleaning to Bootie's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Nov 30.1976

.01
Call For
Pick-Up
Delivery
605 Main
N. 12th..
Storey Ave.
5 Pts.

Sanitone
Crthfird Moskr Dryeirancr

ftifs(r‘ f

Boone's
Laundry & Cleaners
'The Cleaners

Inierrsted

(Ii
753-2552

cc

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

ENGINE CANT `13REAThIE'
IT WILL SmogE,RUN R3ORLY
AND WASTE RSEL 134E CAR
CARE COUNCIL ANISES
HAVING YOUR AIR FILTER
CHECKED EVERY FEW
MKerTHS ANL, RERACC-0
IF NECESSARY,-ruo-,sarm
You AND YOUR ENGINE
CAN EtREA11-IE EASILY

Thanksgiving day services
at Churches of Christ,
Scientist, will be held Thursday, November 25, at eleven
a. m. at the local church
building at 1640 Farmer
Avenue, Murray.
Mrs. Gordon Ellis, first
reader, and Mrs. Helen
Peebles, second reader, will
conduct the worship service
which will include readings
from H Corinthians,from the
textbook of Christian Science,
"Science and Health With Key
to the Scriptures" by Mary
Baker Eddy, and testimonies
by Christian Scientists.
The public is invited to
attend the - services at the
church on Thursday.
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GE Dryer

•Removable up

$rjr995

front' lint filter
•Porcelain enamel
drum resets scratchel and Corrosion
•Tuned cycle selection for up 10 190 ,,,mates
of drying

GE Black 8 White
12" Diagonal
Measure TV

GE Washer
•Famous'Fine. t22993
Flo system traps'"
lint
•Porcelain enamel
top lid and tub
•Lanpe-CaciacifY moth basket
•Rugged transmesion and motor

GE 19" Diagonal
Measure Color
Television

$36666•

GOODAEAR

8lbys to Buy• Goodyw Revoiymg Cnarge • Our Ow',
• CashCustomer
Credit Plan • Master Charge
• BanliAmencard • Arnencen Express Money Card
• Cale Blanche • Omen CND

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES

Scotland had "skyscrapers"
more than 300 years ago, according to National Geographic.
Before Edinburgh expanded in
1767, the city had become so
crowded some buildings were
built from 10 to 14 stories high.

753-2617

U.S. 641 South

Ceenuricli

Store Motors: 7:30 A.M. wittil 6:00 P.M. Daily 721 S.12th St.
Murray,Ky.
753-0595

315 W.Broadway

Mayfield, Ky.
247-3711

Open Friday until 8:00 pan:

600 Jefferson
Pducali,Ky.
`.442-5464

100 S.Stateline
Fulton,Ky.
472-1000
I fr
•

• s.
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Max B. Hurt Honored As A'Good Scout'
By DAVID HILL
Murray Ledger &'rimes
"Max Hurt is a Good Scout"
The marquis in front of the
restaurant said it; the banner inside the
restaurant said it; and the 200 persons
at the dinner indicated it by their very
presence.
Max Hurt received the second "Good
Scout Award" to be awarded by the
Four Rivers Council here, and was
honored at a dinner at the Colonial
House last night in a benefit to the scout
council.

County Judge Robert 0. Miller, who
spoke on "Max Hurt — Concerned
Government Supporter," called Hurt a
"prophet with honor in his own county." He added that "Max has served as
a member almost without exception on
every worthwhile committee in the
county, and has dedicated his adult life
taserving his fellow man."
Dr. Harry Sparks, who spoke on
"Max Hurt — Loyal Murray State
Alumnus," said "Max Hurt worked
seven years as a teacher on the three
R's, reading, 'riting, and 'rithmetic,

and then dedicated the rest of his life on
a new set of three R's, rights,
responsibilities,and relationships."
Mrs. Betty Lowry, who spoke on
"Max Hurt — Dedicated Mental Health
Leader," presented Hurt with a plaque
honoring him for his dedicated service
to the mental health projects of the
region.
Dr. David Roos, minister of the First
Christian Church, spoke on "Max Hurt
— Faithful Church layman." Dr. Roos
told Max that'The fruit of your life has
been phenomenal because of your

roots, which have their basis in your
deep religious commitment."
Dr. William Parker, president of the
Buy Scouts Four Rivers Council, spoke
On "Max Hurt — Good Scout." He cited
Hurt's dedication to the principles.
-within scouting, and said WM Hurt had
Taken the members of the local scouting
troops into his family as his own
grandchildren.
Dr. Parker also presented Hurt with
the Good Scout award.
In accepting the award, Hurt said "I
accept this trophy and share it with my
wife Mavis, who has been my anchor
for 55 years."
Hurt was born and educated in
Calloway County, and has served as a
teacher, assistant postmaster,
executive secretary and president of
the Chamber of Commerce, Methodist
layman, bank director, insurance
executive and civic leader.
During his tenure as assistant

postmaster in Murray, the county rural
mail service was reorganized and
expanded. While secretary of the
Chamber of Commerce. he was instrumental in bring the Tappan Stove
Company to Murray.
One of the organizers of Radio Station
WNBS in Murray, he also led the way in
the planning and development of
Kenlake State Park at Aurora.
Hurt has been a director of the Bank
of Murray since 1932, and, currently
serving as its secretary, is the oldest
director in service, at age 77.
Appointed to the board of directors of
the Woodman of the World Insurance
Societies in 1942, he advanced to
national auditor in 1944. Two years
later, he was named national treasurer,
and in 1951 was elected executive vicepresident, a position he held in the
company's home office in Omaha until
his retirement.
Today, he lives on the farm where he

was born 77 years ago, and has one of
the largest cattle and grain operations
in the area. A charter member of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau, and an
honorary member of the Future Farmers of America, he is an original
stockholder in the Calloway County Soil
Conservation Cooperative.
His long civic service is.studded with
countless achievements from helping
locate Kentucky Dam on the Tennessee
River to consistent and active support
of his alma mater, Murray State
University, from which he graduated in
1927.
Mrs. Hurt. is the former Vera Mavis
McCuiston, and they have one
daughter, Mrs. Van B. Dunn, and four
grown grandchildren.

-
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Mrs. Betty Lowry preseds Max Hurt with a plaque honoring him for his
service in mental health projects throughout the area.
Some of the speakers itlast night's dinner honoring Max B. Hurt were,from left, Hurt, Toastmaster Ed
Chrisman, Ray Mofield, Oft was taping the program television broadcast, Dr. William Parker, Mrs. Betty
Lowry, Dr. Harry Sparks, County Judge Robert 0.Miller, and Dr. David Roos.

Max and Mavis Hurt

•.

Staff Photos By David Hill

Max B. Hurt

19-6
Dr. William Parker, president of the Four Rivers Boy Scout Council, presents Max B Hurt with the
"Good Scout Award."
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The first meeting of the 1977 Calloway
County Century Club steering committee was held last Friday at the home
of
of Mrs.Emma Sue Hutson, chairman
this year's fund drive.

Present for the meeting were: Mrs.
Hutson, Dr. Yancey Watkins, Dr.
Edwin Strohecker, Dr. Rubie Smith,
Max Hurt, J. D. Rayburn, Guy
Billington, Miss Mayrell Johnson, Ed

Many Offices To Close
Thanksgiving Holiday
All schools, government offices and many businesses will be closed for the
Thanksgiving Holiday Thursday,and some will not reopen until Monday.
Several local businesses such as groceries, department stores and drug
stores, will be open for business on Thanksgiving Day however. Almost all
busineNes closing Thursday plan to reopen on Friday.
Murray City Schools, Calloway County Schools and Murray State University will dismiss for the holidays Wednesday. Classes wiA.resume on Monday, Nov. 29.
Offices in the Calloway County Courthouse will be closed Thursday and
Friday and will reopen on Monday. The Murray City Hall offices will be
Friday;
closed Thursday and plans at this timecall for them to reopen
and Friday
will
ThursdaY
Library
bechised
The Calloway County Public
.
27.
Saturday,
on
Nov.
time
regular
the
at
reopen
but will
only.
The Murray Postoffice will be on the holiday schedule on Thursday
Mail will
no
be
Thursday.
home
will
delivery
there
but
open
be
will
lobby
The
be dispatched on the holiday schedule.
resume
The Murray Ledger & Times will not publish Thursday but will
edition.
26,
Nov.
Friday,
the
with
publication
,

Chrisrnan, Dr. Durwood Beatty And
Mancil Vinson, director of the Murray
•
State Alumni Association.
The Century Club, an organization of
public officials, business leaders. and
concerned individuals, was founded in
1967 as a service of the Murray State
University Alumni Association. Money
contributed to the organization is used
exclusively to finance scholarships for
outstanding students desiring to attend
the university.
Last year, 49 Century Club
scholarships, totaling more than
$23,000, were awarded to deserving
young men and women.Since 1967, total
.
TODAY'S INDEX
Thrse Sections Today
4: Local Scene
# Horoscope
,
Dear Abby
4
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67
Sports
De_aths &Funerals
f'ss
10
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10
Crossword
10.11!
Classifieds
8Pages
Roses Section
8 Pages
Uncle Jeff's

Century Club contributions have exceeded $124,000. Of this total, $47,225
has come from the Calloway County
Club.
According to Mrs. Hutson, the
Century Club, "...is an unusual opportunity to invest in the future of
Calloway County. Many of the things
we do will pass without much
longevity; however, the support for the
Century Club scholarships is an integral part of t1Q- permarency and
stability of Murray State University
and it is one of the best ways to leave
your mark upon it and promote the
future of tomorrow's citizens."
. Similar feelings were expressed by
Monroe Sloan, Paducah, 1977 General
Chairman of the Century Club. "Most
recipients of Alumni Century Club
scholarships at Murray State come
from this area and a majority will stay

Sunny and Cold
Mostly sunny and cold today, high
from 40 to mid 40s. Clear and cold
tonight, low in the low to mid 20s
Mostly sunny and warmer Wednesday.
high in the mid to upper 40s. Thursday
sunny and warmer.

in West Kentucky following graduation.
Their contributions mean much to the
emergence of the area as one of the best

locations for business and industry in
the Commonwealth," he said.
(See Drive, Pages

,
CINTURy ((US—Members of the 1977 Calloway County Century Club
steering committee arc: (left to right) Dr. Yancey Watkins, Dr. Edwin
Strohecker. Miss Marra Johnson, Max Hurt, I. D. Rayburn, Dr. Rubie Smith,
%irk Imma SU4' Hutson ((hairman), Guy Billington, and Mandl Vinson,
(lire( tor of Alumni Affairs at Murray State. Also pres:mt Out not pictured
%ere fd(hrisman and Dr. Durwood Beatty.
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To Be Married

%It COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Tuesday, November 23
Murray
High
School
Basketball Tip Off Chili
Supper will be held at the
cafeteria at 6:30 p.m. Tickets
are two-dollars each.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Center.
Tau Phi Lambda sorority
will meet at the home of
Peggy Shoemaker at seven p.
m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p. m.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Restaurant.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for senior citizens activities.

Frances Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY,NOVEMBER 24, 1176

Plain Sex Talk
About Paraplegics

Friday, November 2$
NARFE meeting has been
cancelled due to Thanksgiving
weekend.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes. Chili
supper will be held Saturday
night with Jimmy and Marilyn
Herndon as wagonmasters.

C 1976 by Clump TrgOten9P1 SNon Syno

DEAR ABBY: PUZZLED IN NEW YORK couldn't
understand why a nurse he was engaged to marry dropped
him for a patient who was paralyzed from the waist down.
He asked,"What good can he do hPr as a husband?" Well, I
have news for PUZZLED.
I am married to a paraplegic. His spine was severed by a
bullet that rendered his legs useless, but the rest of him is
just fine. He is just like any other man in all respects
except he rolls instead of walks.
And anyone who thinks that sex isn't a part of our
marriage is really stupid. Paralyzed people need love, and
they can give it too. And f9r the record, we are both 22.
HAPPY IN ILLINOIS

Miss Tina Suzanne Cook
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Cook, 906 Pogue Avenue, Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
granddaughter, Tina Suzanne Cook, to Philip Marcus Hays,
son of Mr.and Mrs. Bob Haysof 005r-Vine Street, Murray. •
Miss Cook is the daughter of James T. Cook of Westland,
Mich.,and is presently a junior at Murray High School.
Mr. Hays is the grandson of Mrs. Lorena Marshall. He is a
1976 graduate of Murray High School and is presently the
manager of Long John Silver's Restaurant, Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, December 31,
with only the immediate families attending.

i
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BOOKMOBILE

Community Thanksgiving
service will be at St. Leo's
Catholic Church at ten a. m.

From Carolyn Adams

Pt

Seven men on a
death defying
expedition . . tell
the shocking story
of the world's
most intriguing
mystery!

4 6

SASQUATCH
Presented by North American Productions, Oregon ltd.
Starts Thursday - One Week Only
Showtimes: Weekdays 7 and 9 P. M.
(*PIP'
Sat. and Sun.: 1, 3,7.9 P. M.
I)

New books on the Bookmobile include the following:
APPLE TREE LEAN
DOWN,by Mary E.Pearce.
An old-fashioned novel of
families and generations.
APPLE TREE LEAN DOWN
is the engrossing chronicle of
three families living in rural
England from 1886 until 1920.
Theirs is a joyful hardworking
way of life — now darkened in
tragedy — now alight with
birth anew. In 1914 a world
war shatters the peaee of the
countryside, and the lives and
stories of these distant
families merge into one.
THE MISTS OF MANITTOO,by Lois Swann.
An extraordinary novel, set
in Colonial Massachusetts,
telling the story of a young
English girl, and her search
for personal independence,
and her love for the gentle
Indian who saves her life. This
is a hauntingly beautiful story
of Elizabeth Dowland and
Wakwa Manunnappfi and
their union of two cultures.
THE BEST PLACE TO BE,
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Senior
Citizens

Hardin Group
Holds Outing

cc/. ()///‘.'

Early Fall Koret and Joe Hardin, Buy a
Blazer or Sweater Set at Regular Price and
get a Skirt or pair of Slacks

1
master charge

LOCATED IN THE
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY
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Artcraft Studios

Free Gift Wrapping
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DEAR ABBY: May I answer PUZZLED IN N.Y., the
healthy able--bodled man who was engaged to a nurse, but
lost her to a policeman who was paralyzed from the waist
down? PUZZLED asked,"How can he do her any good as a
husband?"
DEAR PUZZLED:
As a totally paralyzed person in a wheelchair, I think I
can tell you a w things you ought to know. Just because a
person's le stop functioning, it doesn't mean his mind
and heart so stop. He can still think, get angry, make
decisions and love.
Perhaps one day you will be able to see things in a
different light. I can assure you that seeing things from a
wheelchair not only changes your level of viewing life, but
also broadens your appreciation of it.
It is possible that your former fiancee's life with a
paralyzed husband could be highly rewarding in all
respects, and that means sexually, too.
I want to caution you about something. The possibility of
your becoming paralyzed or suffering some form of
disability is one in 10. and growing greater every year.
Don't gamble your happiness on only being able to stand up.
WHEELCHAIR IN FORT WORTH

Color

10% OFF
Closed fiom 4 to 5 To
Prepare-For This Event

DEAR HAPPY: Read on for another interesting letter
from a reader who also speaks with authority, with a view
from • wheelchair:

ts.W"

Piano Students Give
Recital Here Sunday

49c

Hours:5p. m. to 8p. m.

1 BANKAMERICARD

ARMS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Especially favored now:
Success in handling the affairs
of others, travel, personal interests. You can accomplish a
great deal under this day's
infhiences.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
On a second look at day's
program, you may recognize
new dimensions, variances you
did not know existed — more
opportunities for advancement.
SO...take that second look!
GEMINI
(May 72 to June 21)
Strongly favorable Mercury
Influences: Your quick thinking
and ability to draw speedy and
accurate) conclusions can
make this day a big one.
CANCER
(June n to July 23) 43C1
Don't cross others heedlessly
or when .they are disturbed,
=less a matter Th truly urgent
Be especially tactful when
dealing with members of the
opposite sex.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
YOU BORN TODAY are
Don't blow up trifles beyond
all proportion, and DO be endowed with a brilliant incareful not to misjudge others. tellect; are progressive in your
You could get the wrong angle thinking and in your methods;
on their activities through your make excellent organizers,
administrators and financiers.
own misinterpretation.
Professionally, you could excel
VIRGO
in journalism,
the law
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) RPtil and politics; acting,
creatively, in
What you think will be as literature, music
important as how you act and You have strong or sculpture.
humanitarian
react Control emotions, stress impulses and
be a great
optimism, let your natural asset working would
for organizations
exuberance for living shine in and institutions
devoted to
the right corners.
charity, welfare and the
LIBRA
medical needs of the un(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
derprivileged: Traits to curb:
Do whatever you can to moodiness and inflexibility.
facilitate work projects. Don't Birthdate of: Spinoza, Dutch
bank on achieving more than philosopher; William F.
usual gains, and you may be Buckley, Jr., writer, educator,
surprised with More than you lecturer; John V. Lindsay, U.S.
expect
statesman.

by Helen Van Slyke.
This is the story of Shiela
DEAR READERS: If you would like some excellent
Callahan, who suddenly finds infornispipn and/or instruction on how to handle your
herself a widow, with no sexual feelings satisfactorily though physically handicapped, get in touch with your County or State Easter Seal
money and all the other
Society, also known as Society For Crippled Children and
problems that affect a woman
Adults.
suddenly left alone. EvenAnd the office of SFECUS (Sex Information and
tually, discovering her own
Education Council of the U.S., 1855 Broadway, New York,
strength, she finds a whole
N.Y. 10023) can also provide you with helpful material.
new life. A very good story.
Both agencies also can provide information about the help
CASTLE BAREBANE-14.. that is available to you in. your own community.
Joan Aiken.
Both above agencies are non-profit, so if you write to
inquire about the help that's available to you in your own
_ In a compelling and
community, please enclose •stamped, addressed envelope
suspenseful navel,-Mrs. Aiken
for their reply.
has created a variety of
memorable characters: two
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
deserted children, their
Know,” send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr..
hostile great aunt,sailors, etc.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long.
Guilty and innocent, lives are
self-addressed, stamped (244) envelope.
whirled in a wild eruption of
violence as events move to a
terrifying climax on the Cliffs
of Ardnacarrig.
THE
ART
OF
DECORATIVE STENCILING,by Adele Bishop.
Every aspect of stenciling is The Murray Music Teachers Association stated that only
covered in this book with clear Association presented the most outstanding students
instructions that anyone can students In a "Fall Harvest of are chosen by their teachers to
follow quickly and easily. Piano Music," the first of appear in MMTA recitals and
641 No Btu Ni
Learn how to stencil anything three cooperative recitals that it is "considered an honor
from ceiling to floor.
sponsored each season by the to be invited to perform in an
Thru Wed,
Also ...
Association, on Sunday af- MMTA program."
Rosamund Pitcher has a ternoon, November 21.
The program was held in the
new romance entitled UNDER
A spokesman for the Choir Room of the Fine Arts
GEMINI, and Peter Benchley
Center on the M. S. U. camhas a new book called THE
pus, and featured the
611 No Bus Ftt
DEEP. These titles are
following students: Audrey
available on the Bookmobile.
Conley, Kathy Walston, Lisa
Of Interest To
Russell, Brenda Conley,
Lynda Johnson, Tina Shelton,
Stacey Overbey, Teresa Ford,
Jacque Dean, Lisa Smith,
Steven Creekmur, Lynne
Outland, Susan Jones, Kellie
Overbey, Mark Austin, Laura
Jarrett,
Carol
Sears,
Charlotte Creekmur and Anne
Gregory.
Participating teachers in
this event were: Mrs. Larrie
Clark, Mrs. Robert E.
Til Friday
The Hardin Senior Citizens Johnson, Mrs. Neale B.
Union
Mason, Mrs. Margaret Porter,
travelled to Fulton and
Per Pose In living
City, Tenn., on Friday, and Mrs. John C. Winter.
November 19, for an all day
outing. They made the trip by
the Senior Citizens bus.
For Original Print Only
Those making the trip were
'
No Limit
Thelma Nanney, Mable Hiett,
*Groups Okay
(iii,- si0('i 1111 :
1 tol
Afton Minims, Regina Lovett,
*All Ages
Lois Black,Burna Starks, Nell
Houser, Lillie Jackson,
Evelyn Henderson, Ola
The Professionals
Clayton, Onie Byars, all from
1 is s. 1715753-0035
Hardin. Mary Forsee joined
Free Pork* Is leer
the group at Fulton.

YOUR
PHOTO

Friday, Nov.26th
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NOTES

•

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nVelF
New and diversified activities
indicated. Review recent efforts
to guide you in formulating
upcoming plans. Avoid drawing
hasty conclusions, however.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Curb possible erratic tendencies. In your usual, competent manner, direct your activities and interests into
constructive channels, and
don't go off on unproductive
tangents.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) '110W
Serious thought should be
given to serious steps. Insufficient knowledge could
cause needless failure. Do net
try to justify the flaws in your
thinking. Eliminate them.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your active mind should
relish this stimulating day.
Creative writing, literary pursuits and educational matters
should hold special interest.
PISCES
(teb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Self-reliance and optimism
stimulated: Seek better understanding with associates.
Promote sound ventures. Some
spending may be necessary to
insure gains.

)eVp

Sunday, November 28
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Falwell
will be honored on their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Community
Room, North Branch of
Peoples Bank, North 12 and
Chestnut Streets, from 2:30 to
five p. m.

The first pole vaulter to
clear the bar at 15 feet was
Cornelius Warmerdam on
April 13, 1940, in Berkeley,
California.

Look. in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

By Abigail Van Buren

MAYFIELD SPEAKER
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer of
the biology department,
Murray State University,
Thursday, November 25
spoke on "Houseplants" at the
McClure Reunion will be at meeting of the Laurel Oak
Community Room, North Garden Club of Mayfield held
Branch, Peoples Bank, at 1:30 November 17 at the home of
p.m.
Mrs. W.B. Driver there.

I

e,e1A8

Your Individual Horoscope

1:30p.m.

Church of Christ, Scientist,
have
special
will
Thanksgiving services at
eleven a. m. at building, 1640
Farmer Avenue.

The Mures.
I 111beft
Ledg••

eo

A Thanksgiving potluck
dinner will be served at six p.
m. at Deward's Chapel
Pentecostal Church, Highway
94 East.

Wednesday, November 2A
Mr. and Mrs. Burie V.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Waldrop will be honored on
meet at the Hazel Community
their 50th wedding anCenter at one p. m.
niversary with a reception at
the Murray Woman's Club
Bowling for Senior Citizens
House from two to four p. m.
will be at Corvette Lanes at

Activities for senior citizens
at North Second Street Center
will be cancelled due to the
meal being served.

ckib

Ma Karam(ISMEszleilartaiela cafes WSW Wm Pos Blw 11011sur

FREE!

See Marjorie Major
travel consultant

4,- FAR LAMS TRAVEL
AGEnC1
R TOURS, CRUIS1S, NOM MOTELS, CAR
RENTALS,

ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by us.
Pries same as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature cell
I

753-GOGO(4646)
White as,,. Offke
711 Ali. Street
*err* Reeityclry
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4411110.
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Hospital Report

Elected as officers of the Pep Club of Southwest Elementary School were, left to
right, Randy Manning, president, Donna Miller, vice-president, Tracy Steele, secretary,
and Renata Collins, treasurer. Mrs. Ferrel Miller will be sponsor for the club with the
purpose being to promote interest in sports, promote school spirit, and show enthusiasm at ballgames_

Bill Penry Speaks At District Meeting
Bill Penry, maintenance
engineering department head
at Union Carbide Nuclear
Division Gaseous Diffusion
Plant, swim recently to the
-First Diitrict Vocational
Association at Murray State
University.
.
Penry spoke on "What
Industry Is Looking For In An

Employee and Gave the
Results of A Survey Involving
Training of Employees."
Officers elected for the
upcoming
are:
term
President, Frank Warren?
Paducah; president-elect,
David Larnpkins, Marshall
County; secretary, Ann
Yarbrough, Carlisle County;

Campfire cornbread
Did you know a moist, tender corn bread can be
made over a campfire or on a camping stove? Combine one cup enriched corn meal, one cup all-purpose
flour, one-fourth cup sugar, two teaspoons baking
powder and one teaspoon salt. Beat together one cup
milk, one egg and two tablespoons vegetable oil. Add
to combined dry ingredients, mixing just until moistened. Pour into' hot, well-greased 10-inch skillet.
Cover; cook over low heat or ash-covered coals
about 30 to 35 minutes or until top is set and bottom
is golden brown. Immediately remove from pan;
serve warm with butter or margarine, if desired.
Make 10-inch round corn bread.

treasurer, Lunelle Nickell,
Ballard Memorial. VicePresidents
from
the
Vocational Service Groups
tare: Agriculture, Gary
Shaffer,
Heath,
home
economics, Sue Dortch,
Reidland,
industrial.
education, Richard Adams,
Mayfield, distributive
education, David Lampkins,
Marshall County, business
and office education, Waylon
Bennett, Ballard Memorial,
and health and personal
services, Joyce Morrison,
Murray.

Fl

for your
child's safety

11-18-76
Adults 128
Nursery 6
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Ruby D. Satterwhite, Rt. 2,
Murray, Vera V. Smith,
Dexter, Patty J. Colson, Rt- 3,
Murray, Mrs. Ruth L.
Howard, 1712 Ryan, MurraY,
Linda B. Tingley, Rt. 6,
Murray, Miss Iva L. Jackson,
Rt. 5-Box 300, Murray, Macon
C. Blankenship, Rt. 7-Box 754,
Murray, Mrs. Merta C. Pin,
P.O. Box 36, Farmington, Ira
B. Taylor, Rt. 3, Hazel, Miss
Lexie E. Morton, 512 S.
Murray, Miss Laura C. Alton,
Rt. 5-Box 550, Murray, Mrs.
Loretta J. Adams, Rt. 7-Box
272, Murray, Mrs. Bonnie D.
Kerr, Almo, H. A. Schrader,
Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs. Louise
Buckingham, 1123 Circarama,
Murray, Rosa Guthrie, 710 N.
Poplar St., Paris, Tn., Miss
Maggie Downs, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Jewell E. Mayer, Rt. 3Box 136, Murray.
11-19-76
Adults 123
Nursery 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Patsy Runyon and baby boy,
Route Three, Box 385-K,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Greg R. Boren, Rt. 1, Almo,
Mrs. Emma L. Cole, Rt. 3
Benton, Mrs. Clara N. Proffitt, Rt. 4, Greenwood Apt. G
Cadiz, Mrs. Freda B.
Headings, Rt. 5, Bx. 517,
Murray, Mrs. Deborah S. Asi
and Baby Boy, Rt. 7 Bx. 14
Murray, Mrs.- - Geraldine
Baker and Baby Boy, Rt. 1
Dexter, Mrs. Nancy J. Brittain and Baby Girl, Rt. 3 Bx.
172 Murray, Mrs. Sherma D.
Scott, 206 Macedonia St.
Mayfield, Mrs. Gustia K.
Adams, 219 S. 13th Murray,
Mrs. Amanda Perry, Rt. 2
Dover, Tn., Mrs. Brenda R.
West, Rt. 1 Mayfield, Betty A.
Bray, Rt. 5 Bx. 457 Murray,
David F. Boyd, 315 Irvan
Murray, Mrs. Terry Y.
Holland, 201 E. 15th St.
Benton, Young Lovett, Rt. I
Almo, Miss Christy L. Simmons, Rt. 5 Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Shirley S. Stom, 223 So. Ilth
St. Murray, Mrs. Vela P.
Guinn, Hardin, Willie R.
Rodgers, 507 So. 8th. St.
Murray, Mrs. Carlene Burk.
Rt. 1 Sedalia, Albert P. Farris,
Rt. 5 Bx. 289 Murray.

Many parents who are concerned about the amount of
food their child is eating, be
it either too much or too little, may be overlooking an
even more important dietary
aspect — the nutritional value
of what he or she is eating. So
says Dr. Albert H. Dorntn,
safety specialist and
WEDNESDAY ONLY! child
former medical director of
the Prudential Insurance Co.
^\/\,-/ \,
"While it is never easy to
deny sweets to a child who
TIMELY PURCHASE! REG.$2.99 YD.
loves to nibble, or to
torce a
reluctant
youngster
to eat his
vegetables,
• Machine Washable Velour
it is neces• 2 to 10 yard Dress Lengths
sary that
• All the wanted sohd COICKS
- parents take
• Only 500 yards at each store
By CECIL V BROWNSTONE
gi steps to see
Associated Press Food Editor
that their
Dr. Albert
FAMILY DINNER
H.Doom
children eat
Pot Roast Frances
a well-balanced assortment of Buckwheat Groats
Broccoli
foods,- advises.Dr. Domm.
Ice Cream Beverage
He points out that pamperPOT ROAST FRANCES
ing a child by permitting dieCalorie-watchers will appretary excesses, particularly in ciate the unthickened gravy.
the area of sweets and starch- 3,1-pound bottom round beef
roast
es, may lead not only to
1 teaspoon salt
nutritional problems during
L4 teaspoon pepper
childhood, but also to irreguL4 teaspoon ginger
lar eating habits later in life.
1 clove garlic, minced
Casting an eye to the fuI medium onion, thinly
ture, Dr. Domm says, "The
sliced
e§kablishment of a balanced
1 medium carrot, thinly
daft with ample quantities of
sliced
milk, fresh fruit and vegetables
2 large celery ribs, thinly
204 W. Washington PARIS, TN
early in life contributes imsliced
measurably to good health in
1 cup beef bouillon
adult life."
Rub roast with a mixture of
the seasonings; place in a casserole. Arrange vegetables
around it. Add bouillon. Cover
tightly. Bake in a 350-degree
oven until beef is tender — 2 tc.
2% hours. Remove beef; skim
any excess fat from gravy
Makes 6 to 11 servings.
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ROBE FLEECE

COOKING
IS FUN

Y4
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Thanksgiving
Sale

On Jock Winter

Kenrob Sportswear
Blouses/Pant Suits/Dresses/Coats

Sportswear
One Group 1/3 OFF
One Group 1/4 OFF

One Group
Famous Name Brand

One Group

Gray & Spice Camel

OHM Square

Murray, Ky.

The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will have its monthly
campout at Piney Campground in the Land Between
the Lakes on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. November
36,27, and 28, with Jimmy and
Marilyn Herndon as wagon
masters.
A chili supper will be held
Saturday night at the campground with vesper services
on Sunday morning.
Plans for the campout were
made at the business meeting
held at the home of Ned and
Beth Wilson on Thursday
evening, November 4. J. B.
Burkeen, president, appointed
Jimmy
Herndon, John
Bowker, and Beth Wilson to
serve on the nominating
committee to present the slate
of new officers at the
February meeting to take
office in March.
The Christmas dinner was
planned
for
Tuesday,
December 21, at the United
Campus Ministry building,
Murray, with Fred and
Shirley Morton as wagonMR AND MRS. STEVE GOODMAN are now residing at
Shady Oaks Trailer Court, Murray, following their marriage
on Saturday, November 13, at Corinth, Miss.
Their attendants for the ceremony were Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Wilkerson.
The bride, the former Anita Butterworth,ls t14-daughter of
Fred Butterworth and the late Jean Butterworth. She is a 1974
graduate of Calloway County High School andis employed as a
pharmacy technician at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr Goodman, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Goodman, is a 1970
graduate of Calloway County High School and is now
assoclated with PSR, Murray.

Mrs. LaFollette showed a
film, called "The Art of
Seeing."

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Litchfield of Murray Route Three
will observe their twenty-fifth
wedding anniversary on
Saturday, November 27.
The couple was married on
that- day in 1951 at Corinth,
Miss.
They have one daughter,
Mrs. Allen I Edith) Cunningham of Fort Leonard
Wood, Mo., one son, Ricky
Litchfield of Murray, and one
grandson, Christopher Cunningham.

e

Special'

10

Ilv (:irele At The LaFollette Home
the roll and the new officers
for the coming year.

•
Litchitehls
To ()bsert.e
Annirersarv
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-The in OfSeeing Is Film Seen
The Bessie Tucker Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women met Tuesday,
November 16, at 9:30 a. m. in
the home of Mrs. A. C.
LaFollette who opened the
meeting with prayer.
Mrs. Fil Boston, chairman,
presided.
Mrs.
James
Diuguid, secretary, and Mrs.
Ivan Mayfield, treasurer,
gave reports. Pledge cards
were distributed.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry,chairman
elect of the circle, announced

masters.
Refreshments were served
by Ned and Beth Wilson to
Charlie, Gayle, and Melissa
Adams, Ruth and Denise
Eversmeyer, John and Joan
Bowker, J. B. and Jo Burkeen,
Jimmy, Marilyn, and Cheryl
Herndon, Jimmy and Sharon
Graham, Fred and Shirley
Morton, and Jack and Betty
Wagar.

41
ift

41

Storewide
0

Reduction

Mon., Nov.22nd thru Sat. Nov.27th
Closed Thanksgiving
Lay-A-Way Now
For Christmas
10:00 a.m.to 5:30 p.m. Mon.-Thur.

The Showcase

Shop by appointment at

Corn-Austin Co.
from now throughDecember 6th
Murray's leading Men's Store will be
open after regular hours by appointment for those who would like to
do their complete Christmas shopping
for Men and Boys.

Call us at 753-2472
and make your appointment for

Here is how it works...just call us at 713-2472 and make
an appointment to do your Christmas shopping after
our regular store hours. You will he given a time convenient to you and during your appointed time you
will be the only person shopping in our store enabling
you to select your gifts without the turmoil of the
Christmas rush. Each gift will be beautifully wrapped
at no extra charge to N. ou.

ready to help select the perfect gift for the men and

Other Lingerie

boys on your shopping list. We hope to help you

Our friendly staff of experienced

personnel stand

make the coming Holidays the happiest ever!

Marcile's
Fashions
816 Coldwater Rd
vOull

flematef i LAP 0

e.

10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Fri. & Sat.
Those present were Betty
Boston, Euva Alexander,
Master Charge
Thelma Bailey, Eleanor 41 Bank Americard
Diuguid, Erma LaFollette,
Betty Lowry, Sara Mayfield, +
Free
Josephine McLemore, Erin +
Gift
Montgomery, Mable Tolley,
121 It., -Pus,
•
Wrapping
Robbie Uddberg, and Delano
Waldrop.

Dresses
20% OFF
Quilted Robes
$5 Et $10
Gowns
$5
Reduced

Mademoiselle
Shop

Campout To Be lIehl,PitievIlv Club

Personalized
Shopping

off
5W°
and more.
Sportswear 1/3 on

harried Recently

Shop By Appointment At

Corn-Austin Co.

*
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Opinions expressed in this coLunn are those of the writer and
do not
necessarily reflect the editorial stews of The Murray Ledger
& Times
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the BMWs discussed
in this
umn are encouraged to respond with a Tette' To The Editor
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10 Years Ago 20 Years Ago
Alan Weatherly, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Weatherly, earned the Eagle
Scout badge for his work with Troop 45
of the Boy Scouts of America.
A total of 437 pints of blood were
received in the Red Cross Blood Bank
program here yesterday, according to
William Boyd, chairman of the Red
Cross Blood Bank program.
Dr. Kenneth Harrell has been named
as chairman of the United Fund Drive
for Murray State University.
Pictured today are Mike Jones, Don
Oliver, and Dianne West, members of
the Midodi Trio who are featured
singers at many functions and events
here.
John B. Cavitt is pictured with his 8
point Buck in the Fins 'n Feathers
column. The writer also mentions that
John C. Steele and Gene Pendleton also
both got deer.

Cleanup activities started today at
the First Christian Church which
burned here on November 17.
Within a few weeks the Murray
Hospital will begin providing a free
chest x-ray for each patient admitted to
the hospital, according to year' Warming,administrator.
•
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mattie
Shipley, age 80, of Hazel Route Three.
Mrs. I. L.glanton, M. C. Ellis, Guy
Billingtoni/
Rev. L. D. Wilson, Galen
Thurman, Jr., and Mrs. Eva Curd have
been named to the Social Service
Advisory Committee by Gov. A. B.
Chandler.
Births reported- include a girl,
Deborah Linn, to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Donald McCord on November 12.

Funny, Funny World
LOVE & MARRIAGE
A bachelor had been taking his
weekend dates to the Del Coronado
Hotel in California for many years.
Finally, he got married and took his
bride to the hotel. In the coffee shop, the
waitress greeted him by name and
made reference to several previous
trips. The bride pouted and there was a
strained silence all through breakfast.
When the couple got out in the lobby, his
wife demanded, "Who is she and what
does she mean to you?" "Now, don't
start anything," the former bachelor
snapped. "I'm going to have enough
trouble explaining you to her."
Asked to officiate at a friend's
wedding, Justice Felix Frankfurter
explained that he did not have the
authority to perform the ceremony."A
Supreme Court Justice doesn't have the
authority to marry people! How
curne?" "I guess," shrugged Frankfurter, "it is because marriage is not
considered a federal offense."

A man entered his ex-wife's house,
set fire to her coat, broke her spectacles, and put some of her jewelry into
a full pot of jam, Rochdale magistrates
heard Monday. (Rochdale, England
Observer)'
won't get married,"said the young
man, "until I find a girl like the one
Grandpa married." "You're wasting
your time," said his girlfriend, "there
aren't any women like that today."
"That's what you think," he replied.
"Grandpa got married yesterday. He
met her in a massage parlor."

Bible Thought
The wolf and the lamb shall
feed together,...They shall not
hurt no destroy in all my holy
mountain, saith the Lord.
Isaiah 65:25.

people still dream of
Peace and men of good-will
After a few years of marriage, two work for it.
One day God will
things become'evident. A man can look
touch
all
hearts
and peace will
right at a woman without seeing her,
come.
right
through
a
see
woman
can
and a
God's

man without looking at him.
Today's liberated woman never
pursues a man. In the same way that a
nrusetrap dys not pursue a mouse.

OTHER PAPERS SAY
A good listener is not only appreciated, but after awhile he knows
something. — Reinbeck(Ia.) Courier.
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The Editor's
Notebook

The Pilgrims Never Had It
Like This At Thanksgiving
By M.C. Garrott
Only a couple of generations ago, the
head of the house would take his gun
from above the fireplace, stalk off into
the woods and shoot a wild turkey for
his family's Thanksgiving dinner.
Thank the Lord I don't have to do
that!
With no "Grandpa's House" to go to,
we'd be out of luck if it was up to me to
provide meat for the table that way.
I've only been hunting one time in my
life. Never fired a shotgun until I was 40
years old. In the army, I fired
everything from a 45-caliber pistol to a
50-caliber machine gun — but never at
anyone; only at targets and I hit
precious few of them. Shotguns and I
just never had much in common.
That is, not until just before one
Thanksgiving when we lived in St.
Louis. Some of the fellows with whom I
w9rIted_ aricll were inv,iteci to our
company's conservation farm for a day
of hunting. "Bring home something for
Thanksgiving dinner," Cathryn called
as I bundled up and left, feeling like a
Pilgrim father.
The place had been set up, stockec%
and was being operated mainly to
entertain Very Important People
(VIPs). The week before we were
there, Gen. Lucius Clay of World War II
and Berlin fame, had been there as a
guest of our president. What was I
doing there?
My friends and I had been invited by
one of our vice presidents in appreciation of several weeks of long
hours and hard work, put in for him on a
nationwide series of dealer conventions.
++++++
From the road, the.farm looked like
any ordinary central Missouri farm.
The main house was a big, two-story
frame, neatly painted white but unpretentious. Inside was a different
story. Completely finished in expensive
paneling, its back portion was one big
open room with a huge fireplace of
fieldstone. Animal skin rugs were on
the floors and all kinds of mounted
heads on the walls.
Two tiers of bedrooms, all elegantly
furnished.,were on the front side of the
house, each opening onto an ins)de
balcony. From it, you could loolkdown
into the big room with the fireplace. To
one side was a big dining ,r6om with a
table big enough to ..Sat a wheat
threshing crew. Jtuit off it was a
spacious, modernidtchen.
An elderly ,couple lived in and took
care of th,-house, did the cooking and
served the meals.
++++++
.We arrived at the farm about 9 a. m.
and went into the house for a steaming
cup of coffee. It was a clear but bitter
cold day. Our first outing was to be for
ducks. I didn't even own a shotgun, so
they fixed me up with one from a
cabinet full of them, and put me in a
blind near a four or five-acre lake with
one of my buddies.
About half-a-mile away, they had
built a chute about treetop high. From
it they flushed ducks raised there on the
farm. We could see them come out, four
or five at a time, and someone would
yell "Ducks a' comm'!' As they would
come flying in over our blinds and to
land on the lake, it sounded like a war
had broken out.
That was the only thing I have ever
killed with a gun. I was lucky and got
my limit with six shots. When they ran
out of ducks, we went back to the house
for doughnuts and coffee while they set
up for our next outing — this time for
pheasants.
++++++
They put out 25 of these, one every
now and then, in a strip of unharvested
corn about 10 rows wide and a quarterof-a-mile long. We walked along in a
line, guns at the ready. Every- now and
then one of those pheasants would jump
up with a roar of its wings, hesitate for
a minute and take off.
They were,kind enough to give me a
couple of first shots, but both times my
bird made it safely to the woods. My
reflexes aren't that quick. Too, I
was afraid all the time I was going to
shoot off someone's head or have

for his future.
6. Try not to worry about what friends
and relatives think about your situation
or decisions. The majority of people are
understanding, therefore, do what you
feel is God's will.
7. If you have other children, tell
them the true condition of their brother
or sister. They will be more understanding of the events to follow.
There are books and pamphlets which
you can purchase for your children to
read that will help them understand
their special brother or sister.
8. Let your child play with others andlet him go with you places in the
community. He is more "normal" than
handicapped. Much of his adjustment
depends on your willingness to expose
him to everyday living experiences.
9. Take advantage of rehabilitation
and _mental health _centers, They can.
evaluate your child and help him
develop social, academic, and self-help
skills. It's very important that you
become aware of his limitations and
abilities, so that you can help him
develop to his full potential.
10. Survey all the health and
education services for your child in the
community, if not adequate, help
develop community services that are
needed to meet the needs of all parents
of handicapped children.
11. Help create a sensitivity in others
and encourage their efforts at the local,
state and national levels. You will need
patience and energy, but it will all be
worthwhile.
12. Remember, your child is more
"normal" than handicapped. Have the
courage to discipline him and teach him
what is acceptable behavior and what is
not. Discipline is as necessary as love.
The child should not rule your life.
You and your child have been asked
to serve God in a unique capacity. Both
are of unique worth to Him. He loves
you and will aid you in your efforts. He
wants you to come to Him for help,
because you love Him and have faith in
His plans for your life and the life of
your child. You must show Him that
you have faith, seek His will, and are
willing to be patient in fulfilling His
plan.

.....•.
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Garrott's Galley

If You Have A
Handicapp
- ed Child
By A. L. Beane
MHS Teens Who Care Advisor
Having a handicapped child seems to
be one of those "things that happens to
other, peOple,". until, one day you
become one of the many who have such
a child and your life is altered and Lakes
a new road. No one can describe the
feelings you have when you learn of
your child's handicap, however, please
read and consider the following
suggestions:
1. Communicate with God constantly,
asking for guidance and strength. He
will answer your prayers in His own
way and through many persons of
different professions.
2. Seek help from your pastor, doctor
or other professional persons. They can
help you to deal with your feelings
realistically and effectively. Feelings
of resentment, discouragement, .guilt
and anxiety are bort-nal. Remember,—
you cannot hide your feelings and live a
peaceful and fruitful life. Hiding your
feelings may drive you into unconsciously rejecting or overprotecting your child.
3. Try to avoid letting yourself
become trapped into wandering from
doctor to doctor in seeking a "cure," or
a revised diagnosis. It is advisable to
have a team of professionals to
examine your child.
4. In the mist of your anxiety, don't
blame yourself, your doctor, your child,
or God. God has placed his confidence
In you. Your entire family has a mission
and must work together with respect
and responsibility toward each other.
5. Share your feelings with other
parents of handicapped children. By
discussing your feelings with them you
can find great comfort. You can do this
by joining your local association and
state association for retarded citizens.
It might be God's plan for you to
become the key to helping thousands of
children to live happy lives and receive
the type of care they need. The National
Association for Retarded Citizens has
an abundance of literature that you and
your family will find useful. The local,
state and national organizations can
help you learn about your child's
condition, help him and help you plan
•-
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someone shoot mine off.
++++++
At noon, we went back to the house
for a big, family-style dinner, sat
around the fireplace and burped until 1
o'clock before going out again, this time
to hunt chukar, which they told me was
an Indian game bird about twice as big
as a quail. I didn't hit any of them
either. They were quicker than the
pheasants.
Our last outing was for quail. They
had released a big bunch of them in a
field with thickets while we were back
at the house for a mid-afternoon sip of
coffee. I got to shoot several times when
the dogs flushed the birds, but with'a
small army like we had blasting away I
never knew whether I actually had
knocked down a bird.
At one point, we crept up to one of the
dogs which was on a point — tail
straight out, one foot raised, perfectly
motionless,_ o beautiful sight. Looking
oveiinto a small ditch, I saw a dozen or
so quail moving along single file along
the bottom. Up came my gun and I was
about to get a whole mess of 'em with
one shot right down the line when
someone grabbed my gun and snapped,
-No! No! You can't shoot 'em on the
ground! You've got to flush 'em! Shoot
'em on the rise!" When the birds came
up and flew off through the thicket, I did
little more than tear up a bunch of
sassafras bushes.
++++++
By then, It was time to leave that
hunters' paradise. It had been an interesting day, but I was ready to turn in
my. gun. It was a big surprise as we
were leaving when they handed each of
• us a box full of dressed and frozen game
to take home. •
Few Pilgrim fathers ever came
from a hunt with more
Thanksgiving dinner than I did that
day. In my box were a dozen quail, six
chukars, six ducks and four pheasants.
That was my one and only hunting
trip, but Joe Tom &nein says that's not
.ike it is at all.
,
/- •

Today's column is devoted to only one busy morning of taking care of the
topic entitled "An Editor's Life Is phone, and you settle down to get it all
Never Dull." The following was on paper, it rings again, and you hear
originally printed in the Kansas an indignant voice say, "I tried to call
Publisher, a trade publication in that you all morning and couldn't get in,"
.and then they just want to visit.
state.
An editor works seven days a week,
You meet someone in the grocery'
store, (cafe, service station, in a -and many evenings, and you decide to
shopping district) who gives you a bit of take a night off, not answering the
news, money for a bill, a picture im- phone, or attending a meeting, and the
biggest story the town has had breaks.
portant to them,a correction, or change
You chase fire engines, check out
on an ad.
The item is lost, strayed, put away, ambulance ca4s, etc. and the fire
alarm rings, and you decide not to go,
forgotten, and doesn't get in the paper.
and that fire is rivaled only by the
You are called at home for a news
Chicago fire.
item, or a change or order for a subYou are reprimanded severely for
scription, which you write down.
misspelling a name, and decide it was
This item is promptly written on by a
Munchauesen,
or
probably
young child, thrown away by an enDinglehoffer, but find to your emthusiastic cleaner, or eaten by the dog.
barrassment it was Jones..
A picture is mailed, delivered, or
recognize
You are . expected
stuck M the door, with no informatiqn at
everyone in toirtiiardlesiOf thi
all on it.
of the town ), all county, city and state
Money is mailed to the office, always
representatives, by sight or from their
cash, with no bill, no address, no invoice, so no one tells you their name.
structions for its use, and you don't
Someone calls you or comes in late in
know what it's for.
the week, and says,"I was by twice this
An important happening such as a
week and you were closed." On
party, dance,show, contest takes place,
checking you find it was before office
the paper isn't notified, and you are met
on the street, or in the office or receive
hours begin.
a letter or phone call demanding to
And then there is the biggest
know why it wasn't in the patter, with
headache of all. You are dependent
pictures.
upon your advertising, a sale ad is
given you and somewhere between the
Your deadline is noor(
,the
r paper is on
taking of it and the printing a date, or
the press, and soMeone calls at one
the time, or the address have been
o'clock and says "I know I'm late but
omitted. You apologize, give free space
could you possibly put..."
to run it again, correctly, and then find
Your .phone rings at home, and a
that it wasn't on the original copy given
member of the family answers it, and is
you by the subscriber.
told"I have an important news item for
All these things make for a full and
e paper. Please have the editor call
interesting life of an editor.
me back." The caller then hangs up —
no name, no phone number.
The best pictures your photographer
OTHER PAPERS SAY
ever took appear in the paper with no
Nature is generous. When we reach
credit.
the sitting around stage of life, she
Your business phone rings constantly, people call to give information, provides us with more cushions. — New
Hampton ( la.) Economist.
place ads, or ask questions. And after a

Another First!
Drive-In-Window
•We introduced Free Prescription Delivery to Murray.
•We also introduced the first All Inclusive
Medicare Discount Program to Murray.
•And now, another First!
Now we take pride in introducing Murray's First

13( Drive-In-Window
No need to ever leave your car again. Simply phone ahead or stop
by after your doctors visit. We'll have ,our prescription ready.

Another Service For You!
•2 Full Time Registered Pharmacists
•Free Delivery
*Tax Preparations
•All 3rd party payment plans

The Murray
Ledger St Times
The Murray Ledger & Times IN published
every afternoon except 'Sundays. Jul% 4. ('bristas flay. New Year's Day arid Thanirsgiving bs
Surray Newspapers, Inc .103 N 4th St Murray
Kv „42071
Second (lass Postage Paid at Murray Ky
42071
SMESCRIPTION RATES- Tn areas.served hi
carriers, 12 25 per month, payable in advance
By mad in Calloway- County and to Benton, Bar.
dm. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ks , and
Paris, Buchanan and Pury ear, Tenn , $15 00 per
year By mail to other destinations, 130 On per
year
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor

*Medicare Discount Programs
*Mail Orders
*Charge Accounts
oTV in waiting room

•24 HOUR SERVICE IF NEEDED

Clinic Pharmacy

44
/

5th and Walnut

Telephone 753-8302
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Lighter in taste. Lower Ill tar,
And still offers up the same quality
that has made Marlboro famous,

Marlboro
LIGHTS
LOWERED TAR & NICOTINE
- ' !!!". •'
1111111111111ftat...firriraimmargrunaummarsrirreardim........

Warning. The Surgeon General Has Determined
That c?garci2 Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health
13 mg". tar. 0.8 mg. nicotine av, per cigarette. FTC Report Apr'76
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Tough Defense Of Laker Girls Key
For Victory Over Ballard Bombers
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Marianne Davis believes
defense wins basketball
games.
Her coaching philosophy
has rubbed off on her
Calloway County girls'
basketball team.
Playing a defense that was
comparable to Kentucky's
famous "karate defense," the
Laker girls raised their season
mark to 2-0 Monday night in

Jeffrey Gymnasium by ripping Ballard Memorial 55-41.
The Laker girls attacked the
ball the
way former
heavyweight champion Joe
Louis used to attack his "bum
of the month" during his
heydays in the ring.
"We don't have a lot of
size," Coach Davis said.
"Because of that, we have to
always be hustling and
aggressive. I call it grim
determination. Defense is

This announcement is neither an Offer to sell nor a solicitation
of an offer to buy any of these securities.
The offering is made by the Prospectus.

Now you can earn up to

9
with CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes
- Price: I00% (Available in denominations Ot

$100

or more)

Annual interest of 73
/
4% to 944% is payable quarterly
(or monthly on Notes of $5,000 or more) or. if the
purchaser prefers, interest is compounded quarterly
and payable at maturity only Maturities of two five, or ten
years are available

Maturity

Effective Annual Interest Rate
in Interest is paid
Quarterly or monthly)

10 years
5 years
2 years

,nterest .3 corn
pounded quarterly and
paid at rnaturity only)

9.75%
8.75%
7.75%

10.11%
9.04%
7.98%

CREDITHRIFT tnvestment Notes, Series A, are being
issued by CREDITHRIFT Financial, Inc a holding
company whose subsidiaries are engaged primarily in
consumer finance, credit-related insurance, and casualty
insurance activities The net proceeds from the Investment
Notes, Series A, will be used by CREDITHRIFT to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and the balance, if any,
will be added to the general funds of CREDITHRIFT.

always the key to the game."
The Laker girls, were all
over the floor, utilizing a
wicked press and not only
that; when they weren't in the
press, they were diving on the
floor after the ball and
drawing charge fouls.
There were many bright
spots in the contest.
Junior guard Susie Imes
exploded on defense for
numerous steals and tossed in
10 points for the Laker girls.
Sophomore guard Rose Ross,
who hit the floor, about as
many times as the basketball
did during the game, also had
a bundle of steals plus 12
points.
Freshman forward Mina
Todd, already gaining the
reputation is one of the finest
frosh plams in this end of the
state, grabbed'down a gamehigh nine rebounds and added
seven points in a stellar effort.
The Laker girls never,
trailed in the contest, Ross
cameup with a steal and
drove in on a fastbreak to
boost Calloway. to a 4-2 read
aritilt was all the fakers from
there on out.
By the end of the first
period, Calloway held a 13-8
lead.
The Lakers opened the lead
to as much as 10 points midway through the second
period.
At the 2:41 mark of the
second frame, Todd hit two
free throws to make it a 25-13
lead. Imes came back to hit a
short jumper and Ross hit one
of two free throws and with
2:05 left in the half, the Laker
girls sported a 28-13 cushion.
By intermission, Ballard
came back to trail 30-18.
A minute into the third
period, it was a 31-20 Laker
lead. Then came.,the karate
defense, lasting for nearly
four minutes as the Laker
girls made an all-out effort to
see that Ballard did not get
near the basket, much less get
back into the contest.
" Ross hit a charity toss to
make it 32-20, Todd hit a short
jumper, Patricia McKenzie
hit a layup, Imes a fastbreak

bucket and then Imes hit a
short jumper. And with 3:32
left in the third period,
Calloway was coasting along
with a 42-22 lead.
The 20-point spread was the
largest of the game.
At one point early in the
fourth period, Ballard chipped
the lead down to 12 points. But
that was as close as the
Bombers girls could get.
Again, as in the first game
the Lakers played this season,
there were a lot of players
running in and out of the
game,
Marilyn McKenzie, playing
one of her finest all-around
games of her career, scored
eight points and played a
super defensive game.
Patricia McKenzie also
played a fine all-around
contest, adding seven points.
Felicia Pinner scored six
points and had seven big
rebounds during her limited
time. Starting center
Stephanie Wyatt,. who was not
feeling welVacorackfeur points
and hauled in six rebounds.
- One orthe biggei surprises
was the fact that Ross, who
plays as a guard, had eight
rebounds.
Tamara Buchanan of
Ballard scored 19 points to
take game honors while
teammate Kay Lemons tossed
in 12.
Ballard falls 400-2-with the
loss.
"We always like to go after
the ball," Coach Davis said.
"Our girls were a little upset
because they thought Ballard
was so physical. But Ballard
was upset too because they
thought we were extremely

rough.
"Our rebounding helped us
a lot. Our kids, even though
they were outsized at ever)'
position by Ballard, were not
afraid to go inside.
-Hight now, we're still not
hitting the basket the way we
should be. But I think after a
few games, the girls will get
their shooting eyes. We've
been hitting well in practice
and I think it will start
carrying over into the games
soon."
Frosh Game
In the freshman boys'
contest, a run and gun,
fullcourt pressing Ballard
club scrambled to a 5.5-40 win
over the Lakers, dropping the
frosh team of Jimmy Nix to 1-1
for the season.
Calloway stayed close for
the first half, trailing only 2518 at intermission, but Ballard
managed to pull away in the
third period, utilizing their
fine speed.
Timmy Graham paced the
Laker storing with 13 points
while Gary Emerson added10.
Th'61711ter1rdldi and vaititY
gidwill'host Fulton City next
Monday.

FRESHMAN GAME
15 10 14 16-55
Ballard
Calloway
9 9 7 15-40
Ballard (55)—Moss 14,
Jones 1, Cavanaugh 7, Mills
23, Lanier 1, Thomas 1, Allen 4
and Story 4.
Calloway (401—Furr, Iamb
2, Emerson 10, Scott 6, Thorn
2, Graham 13, Overby,
Edwards 4, Paschall 3,
Barnett, Williams and Barger.
Word
fg ft pf Cu
0 1 3 1
I 1 1 19
2 3 1 7
0 4 12
... 0 2 1 2
0 0 4 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
17 7 23 41

Harrington
Buchanan
Hook
Lemons
Stone
Yates
Edwards
Jackson
Redpeth
Totals

takers

Ross
bites
Wyatt .......
Todd
M. McKenzie .
P McKenzie
Pinner
H. Overbey .
P. Overbey
-Totals Ballard
Calloway

tg ft pf tp
4 4 4 12
5 0 3 10
. . . 1 2 2 4
2 3 3 7
.
4 0 3 8
3 I 0 7
; 0 1 6
0 0 1 0
0 1 3 1 .
—22 T1 -211f -5S-

FROM THE CORNER — Laker freshman standout Mina Todd
(23) puts up a jumper from the corner of the lane in action
Monday. Defending for Ballard is Dee Dee Hook (20). Todd had
seven Points and nine rebounds

HERRMANN'S

8 10 8 15-41
13 17 14 11-55
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Brought Back
ATLANTA (AP) — Two
weeks after sending right
wing Orick Bowness to,Tulsa,
the Atlanta Flames of the
National Hockey League have
brought him back.
Bowness was sent to the
Central Hockey League team
in Tulsa Nov. 8 after playing
15 games with the Flames and
scoring two assists.

A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained from a
fepresentative of CFC Investment Inc who is licensed in
this State The representative(s) serving this area IS listed
below. Or, if you prefer, phone toll-free at 800-457-3741 (in
Indiana, 800-742-3784) for a copy of the Prospectus.

See the fabulous flying white stallions perform the
rare and beautiful "AIRS ABOVE GROUND"
As seen in Walt Disney's
MIRACLE OF THE WHITE STALLIONS

Tuesday, November 30-7:30 PM
West Ky. Livestock and Exposition Center
College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky
Tickets are Available from
Roses and the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center, Murray; Music Center, Mayfield,
Ky.
t,enerai admission hckers $5 50 (Tilkets purchased
odyon<e ore for preferred seats )
For additional Information call 753-8890. Group Discounts on
Request'

PHONE TOLL-FREE

800-457-3741
(In Indiana, 800-742-3784)

(
)
it
CREBILI-11/7 FLULtrilL INC
In Murray:

Ross Wilder, Suite 2 - Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-5573
NO CONTACT SPORT? — Rose Ross (22) of the Loiters gets
creamed on this pay by Kay Lemons (22) of Ballard Memorial.
Ross did manage to hit the basket, scoring two of her 12 points.

Central Shopping
. Center

(Stuff Photos by Mike Brandon

This Special Good
Thursday, Nov. 25,
from 3:30 to 8:00

Dinner Box for only $1.49

3Pieces of Chicken
Potatoes & Gravy
Coleslaw • Hot Roll
Reg.$1.99

Choice of 2 Vegetables
Cranberry Salad, Hot Rolls
Butter Coffee or Iced Tea
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RIPPING ROGER — Big Roger Scott (55) of the Laker freshman team goes up in the air to shoot. Scott had six points for
the Laker freshman in their 55-40 loss to Ballard.
(stet Minos by Mao Breeders)
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& Tasty Pumpkin Pie with whipped topping

Kentucky fried ekicket.
JACK MARSHALL 'OWNER

FOR QUICKER- SERVICE ON LARGE ORDERS CAR

Mayfield
247-6443
602 S. 6th $t.
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Rutter, Brewer Run In

National Championship

eel\
TO OPEN SEASON — The Murray State Racers will open their season Friday night in the
Tipoff Tournament, meeting host LSU•
N.* Orleans at 9 p. m. Members of the teem are top rovr,left to right, Coach Fred Overton, Donnell Wilson,
Darrell Willett, John
Randall, Danny Jarrett, Grover Woolard, Paul Michalski-(no longer on team), Mike Muff, assistant
coach Bob Word and assistant
coach Jim Colvin. Second row, Mike Brown, Glenn Jackson, Tommy Wade, Duncan Hill, Lenny Barber, Jimmy Warren, Tom Leffler
and Zach Blasingome. Front row, managers Tom Higginbottom, Mary Glover and Roy Williamson.

Racers To Tackle
New Orleans Freida
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
John Randall and Mike Muff
stood in a hallway in the Carr
Health Building on the
campus of Murray State
University.
"Hey, let's go get a sandwich and watch the film,"
Randall said to Muff.
The film the 6-8 Randall was
talking about was a film of a
basketball game played last
year, a game in which Murray
State won 82-78 over ISU-New
Orleans. Muff and Randall
weren't around back then.
Neither were folks like Danny
Jarrett, Donnell Wilson,

Everybody
wants to rent
a Steamex
on weekends.

machme rentals

Mon. Tues. Wed.
At oar opat,ng dealers

STERMEX
carpet cleaner
lenS to.sou*.

Dealers: Beene Laundry &
Cleoners, 605 Man St., Meerny,
Ky., phone 753-2553; Ohms, lel
Air Shopping Center, Merrey, Ky.,
phone 753-S391.

Jimmy
Warren, Lenny
Barber, Darrell Willett or
Duncan Hill.
And with the addition of that
crop of people plus four
returning
lettermen,
basketball fortunes at Murray
State this winter are expected
to be on the uprise.
Friday night at 9 p.m.,
Murray will play New Orleans
again, the exact same New
Orleans team which includes
6-11 and 6-10 giants in the
starting lineup.
It's an ideal way to start the
season by playing in the Tipoff Tournament at New
Orleans. And on the other
hand, it's not. New Orleans
has an awesome 81-8 record on
their home floor.
There are two very distinct
things which make this year's
Murray State club different
than last year's 10-15 team.
First of all, the Racers have
players. Secondly,
better
everyone is united, something
that has not been the case over
the past few seasons.
"The attitude is just fantastic. There is no jealousy
anywhere on the club. The
kids are excited. They don't
think they are going to be a
good club, they know it,"
third-year
Coach
Fred
Overton said.
"It's really something. All
these kids want to do is play
basketball and watch films of
the teams we played last year.
They just can't get enough
basketball," Overton added.
There is one dim area
though that Overton thinks
about in the back of his mind.
The field in the tourney is a
tough one. LSU-New Orleans
was 18-8 last year. In the first
game Friday, Illinois State
will play Northeast Louisiana.
The losers will play at 7 p.m.
Saturday in the consolation
game, the winners at 9 p.m.
Saturday in the title contest.
Illinois State was 20-7 last
season, Northeast Louisiana
was 18-7.
What if Murray lost two
games in the tourney?
The next game will be at
Kansas December 1. The
Jayhawks have a front line of
7-1, 6-11 and 6-9.
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"If we were to start out at 0- standout Glenn Jackson add
3, I just don't know how the even more depth.
kids would react to it. They
At forwards are 6-4 Zach
are so charged up right now. Blasingame along with 6-4
And our first home game sophomore Tom Leffler and 6(Dec. 4) is against a very 6 freshman Darrell Willett.
tough Butler team. I just don't
Blasingame came off the
know what would happen if we bench in the exhibition game
were to lose our first three."
to score 10 points in an imBut right now, Overton is pressive effort. For the past
thinking more about New two seasons, he has been a
Orleans.
starter.
"They had one weak link
"We don't know how good
last year and that was they we are. We know for sure we
didn't have a good ballhan- are better than last year, but
dling guard. They signed how much better we just don't
George "Rico" Weaver, a 6-1 know," Overton said.
junior college player from
"I don't like to compare
Detroit and he's just a scores, that can get you in
dynamic player."
trouble. But the Venezuelan
Ardith Wearren, a 6-11 team we beat 97-38 lost 87-64 to
junior, will start at one for- Western Kentucky and 90-67 to
ward while at the other for- Middle Tennessee. I'm sure
ward spot for New Orleans the press we used had
will be 6-4 John Carnolale. something to do with the
Weaver's runningmate at the lopsided margin in our game.
other guard position Will be 6-2
"Austin peay beat them 115junior Nate Mills, who was the 59 and like us, they pressed the
team's leading scorer last entire game. I understand
season. At center will be 6-10, Middle and Western didn't do
220-pound junior 'Wayne much pressing."
Cooper.
The Racers will leave
Illinois State is a top-notch Murray
at
8
a.m.
club which plays a top-notch Thanksgiving morning and
schedule. Northeast Louisiana will go to Memphis where they
is also a top-notch club. last will fly to New Orleans. The
year, they defeated New team will work out at 4 p. m. in
Orleans twice.
the New Orleans Fieldhouse
"We are running up against and then will attend a
three powerhouses, no matter professional game Thursday
who we have to play Saturday night in the Super Dome
night," Overton said.
between New Orleans and
"We feel good about being Houston.
rated 28th in the nation in our
The team will arrive back in
recruiting but Illinois State Murray Sunday at 4:30 p.m.
was ranked 18th. Talent-wise,
The Racers will be staying
I'd say they are the best team at the Marriott Hotel on the
in the tournament."
edge of the French Quarters.
The Racers are not in top For fans who would like to
shape.
leave messages or call any of
Danny Jarrett, a 6-11 junior the players, the phone number
center who had nine rebounds is 504-581-1000.
in a 97-38 exhibition win over
Since the middle of October,
the Venezuelan Nationals, has it has been a cram session in
been sidelined with a thigh learning different offenses
injury.
and defenses.
He is listed as a doubtful
Friday night at 9 p.m., the
starter for Friday's contest Racers will take their first
with New Orleans.
test.
Jimmy Warren, a 6-1 guard
from Birmingham who was
Named MVP
second-team All-America last
year in junior college, has
COLUMBUS, Ohio
been sidelined with a bad cold
Senior defensive lineman Bob
but he is expected to start.
If Jarrett does not start, 6-5 Brudzinski has been named
Mike Muff, a transfer from Ohio State's most valuable
Pensacola Junior College, will player for the 1976 football
start in the pivot, with the 6-8 season.
Brudzinski, a 6-foot-4, 224sophomore Randall at forpounder,
had a career high 112
ward and 6-5 jumping, jack
tackles, including 10 for
Donnell Wilson at forward..
Starting with Warren at losses, and four interceptions.
guard is Grover Woolard, who .tops in the Big Ten Conference
will be starting for his fourth amprig defensive linemen this
in leading the
season. Woolard, who is now 6- season
8, was selected to the pre BuckeyPst, to their fifth
seasonAll-Conference team in straight league title.
BASKETBALL
the OVC.
Larry
MILWAUKEE
Murray is loaded at the
the
guard positions. Tommy Costello, head coach
e
Wade, a 6-3 junior who started Milwaukee Bucks of
Basketbal
last year, can come off the National
bench to add much experience Association since 1969, anwhile 6.2 freshman Duncan nounced his resignation.
Hill, 5-10 freshman Lenny Assistant Coach Don Nelson
Barber and Murray High was named his successor

The outstanding success of NCAA
Cross
Country
cross country runners in the Championship was held in
Ohio Valley Conference came meters. The race covered
to an end in the NCAA Cross 10,000 meters, which is
about
Country Championships 380 yards more than six miles.
Monday in Denton, Texas, at
Joshua
Kimeto
of
North Texas State University. Washington State, via Kenya,
The OVC, long regarded as set a blistering pace. He went
one of the top cross country through the first mile in 4:17,
leagues in the nation, placed through the two-mile in 8:48
one man in the top 25, and through the three-mile in
. qualifying him for All- an unbelievable 13:20,
American honors.
Kimeto burned everyone out
The University of Texas at who tried to stay near him.
El Paso won the national Acting as the "rabbit" in the
championship with 62 points race, Kimeto faded in the final
while Oregon was a distant mile and finished 12th in 28:56.
second with 117. The rest of
However, the strategy paid
the
top
10
included off as fellow Kenyans and
Washington
State
179, Washington State teammates
Brigham Young 182, Illinois Henry Rono and Sampson
227, Tennessee 280, Arizona Kairnobwa finished first and
324, San Diego State 361, second respectively. Rono,
Providence 371 and Arkansas only a freshman, covered the
373.
course in a blistering 28:06.6
There were 34 full teams while Kaimobwa was second
entered in competition. in 28:16.7.
Western Kentucky, which
Defending
national
finished fifth last year, was champion Craig Virgin of
14th with 424 while East Illinois tried to stay in the field
Tennessee was-22nd with 501 at the top but was smoked in
points.
the stretch run by the speedy
IL marked-the-first time a'
'-Kenyans. Virgin-did manage

•5 0.

9

tompLirk

Furches Jewelry

A
LINE OF PAPERS
AND SUPPLIES

Murray-Calloway County nn-port

MultiEngine
Bill
Susie Imes ( 11 ) of Calloway County goes
ON THE BREAK
in on the fastbreok for two of her 10 points while Kay lemons
',22) of Ballard watches.

Contact
Nntriarin=
Fuller or Johnny Parker

489-2721

489-2414

o/BANK
PE OPLES
MURRAY

KY.

wants to give you a full color
family portrait. Why?
Because you're our family too.
No catch .. . no obligation.

It's FREE!

8110
Color
Portrait

This Offer Limited To One Per Family

CONTACT
err

I Studio: North Office

"POR TR.41T DESK"

For Appointment
153-3231

)
•

Ekru
vacrly.
ffililm

Invincible Deluxe,

UN/PEOPLES/BANK

SALES AND SERVICE
NFV.
, ••••00 •15F

KING
EDWARD

IS

/ _ills
QA-g-

• OFFSET •COP.EFIS• F El/.0••A, E0C.F.A•••
• COLE•TORS••L•TE MAK FAS
• FOLDERS

Elizabeth Hendon grandaughter of Mr. and Mrs. D.
D. Crisp of Fairlane Drive and
Carnie Hendon of Magnolia
Drive, was recently selected
The Most Valuable Player for
the girls' tennis team of
Fairborn, Ohio, Park Hills
High School.
former
The
Murray
resident, a freshman, and the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Gene
E. Hendon of Dayton, Ohio,
compiled an overall 10-A
record during the year in the
" large Miami Valley Central
Conference.
She advanced to the third
round of the Conference
tournament and was awarded
an honorable mention on the
All-MCC Girls' Tennis Team.
This was the first time in the
school's girls' tennis coinpetion history that a freshman
girl was so honored.

Thorobred Flying Service,Inc.

PortrAts

COPYING/DUPLICATING PRO9UC1S

Liz Hendon
Receives Net
Honor In Ohio

Teammate Chris Roller was
the second OVC runner, taking
32nd in 29:21. Louis Kenny of
East Tennessee was the third
OVC runner, finishing 37th in
29:25.
Murray State juniors Brian
Rutter and Martyn Brewer
were the.fourth and fifth OVC
runners to finish.
Rutter took 48th and
finished in 29:30 while Brewer
was 84th and crossed the line
in n:44.
Mark Finucane of East
Tennessee was 127th and Dave
Long of Western finished
164th. Rutter and Brewer both
finished far ahead of many
runners who had beaten them
in the NCAA Regional meet on
Nov. 13 at Furman Uruverstiy.
"Both of them ran outstanding races, though they
were disappointed when they
finished the' race," Murray
State coach Bill Cornell said.
"The field was just unbelievable. If you calculate
the difference in the distance,• the winning time was about:
1:20 faster than last year. At
the five-mile mark, the
leaders were clocked in the
low 23's." Cornell added.

GOLF
LITCHFIELD PARK, Ariz.
— Duke Gibson, 68, of Kansas
City shot a three-under-par 69
for a one-stroke lead after two
rounds of the U.S. National
Senior Open Golf Championship.

s••

113S 4th
Murray
753-2835

to finish third in 28 : 26.
Herb Lindsay of Michigan
State was fourth in 28:30 while
John Trecy of Providence was
fifth in 28:34.
The top OVC runner was
Tony Staynings of Western
Kentucky. Staynings finished
23rd in the meet in a time of
n:11.

116 NO1114 PIN
-.MAYFIELD

MURRAY
Milishee FDIC

KY.
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Citrus Fruit Sale Being Held By
Calloway High School Speech Team

I The Autoimmune
Services Tomorrow Theory Of Diabetes

Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Carlene Burk
Dies At Hospital

Lennis F. Hargrove
Dies Monday With

Mrs. Carlene Burk of
Lynnville died at 11:20 a. m.
Sunday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital after an 18day illness.
Mrs. Burk, 76, was the
widow of Hosea Burk who died
in 1963. She was a retired
employe of J. L. Hudson of
Detroit, Mich.
She is survived by one
brother, George L. Vowell of
Lynnville, and two nieces and
one nephew.
Services will be conducted
at the Jackson Funeral Home
in Dukedom, Tenn., at two p.
m. today with Rev. Tommy
Grubbs officiating. Burial will
take place in Lynnville
Cemetery.

Funeral Wednesday

Larry England announced
( One of the most interesting which produces insulin, start today that the Calloway
protein
RNA-directed
its
developments in diabetes
County High School Speech
research this past year is the synthesis, and thus change the
Team will conduct a sale of
or
of
character
the
structure
that
certain
possibility
virus
fresh
citrus fruit that runs
infections may play a role in beta cell membrane. As a
November 22 to
The funeral services for causing diabetes in suscep- result, the body's lymphocytes from
Albert Logan Watson, age 52, tible individuals. The word would recognize that beta cell December 1 in Calloway
will be held Wednesday at "susceptible" is important in as -foreign" and immediately County and the surrounding
10:30 a. m. at the chapel of the the concept and will be try to reject it. Such a process area.
The profit from the sale will
Blalock-Coleman Funeral discussed later in this series. is called "autoimmunity,"
Home with Dr. David C. Roos While the evidence for a when the body turns on certain be used for team entry fees,
officiating and Mrs. Otto causal relation between of its own cells and destroys overnight trips, and team
supplies.
Erwin as organist.
viruses and diabetes is still them. Autoimmunity is known
The sale will be conducted
Pallbearers will be John largely circumstantial it is to be responsible for a wide
with
Fred Hancock, Route 1,
Bowersox,
Nanny, Russell
nevertheless intriguing and variety of diseases. Usually
Gene Cohoon, Gene Johnson, very suggestive. This is the there must first be some Hickman,local representative
Joe Pat James, and Bobby third in a series of four ar- damage to the particular cell of Community Projects for
Grogan. Burial will be in the ticles on current research into where its antigenic character
Muray City Cemetery.
the causes of diabetes, now the is changed. Then the cell is set
Friends may call at the nation's third leading cause of upon and eliminated.
funeral home.
Researchers have condeath.)
Mr. Watson died Saturday
The biggest problem with a sidered the autoimmune
(Continued from Page 1 )
at 8:40 p. m. at the South Bend heart transplant or a kidney theory to explain some types
Memorial Hospital, South transplant or any kind of of diabetes for a number of
Mancil Vinson, in remarks
Bend, Ind. His death followed transplantation is immune years, but the theory may be
an extended illness. His rejection, that process where more plausible now that the opening the plannittg meeting
mother, Mrs. Lala Ivie the body recognizes an organ link between viruses and for the annual scholarship
fund drive, stated that all 1977
Watson died October 9, 1967.
or tissue or cell as being diabetes is stronger.
contributions to the Century
operated
deceased
The
"foreign" and mobilizes its
Club scholarship program will
Rudy's Restaurant from 1960- defenses against the foreign
AMMONIA
62. before moving to South cells. If the defense is
i
BARTLESVILLE,Okla. AP) be counted by the university
Bend, Ind., where he worked adequate, the foreign cells are -- (Inc of ammonia's chief uses toward a $1,030 President's
Club
membership. The
as millwright for a steel attacked and destroyed or is as a fertilizer.
An
President's Club membership
11.6
estimated
million
tons
member
a
was
company. He
"rejected." This process is of ammonia were used to nour- drive to raise funds
for all
of the First Christian Church, also called - "cell-mediated
ish corn, so beans, wheat and university purposes is now in
Legion
American
Murray,
immunity," because the other major crops in the last
Post 284 at South Bend,and of body's white ,blood cells agricultural year, according to progress and is directed by Ed
Chrisman.
-- - ispeedicallY -The "killer' Phillips
the Masonic Lodge. More than $10,800 was
Survivors are his father, lymphocytes) are foreign
raised by the Calloway County
Bert Watson, Kansas; two cell's membrane surface and
ARAIVAN,MAR5,11
Club
last year. This year's
Watson
daughters, Mrs. Jane
cause its desinsction, thus
WASHINGTON AP,- More goal is $15,000.
Heath, Michigan City, Ind., killing the attacked cell.
than 30,000 Arabs, known as
Anyone interested in further
and Miss Lynn Watson, South
The recognition process, in -Marsh Arabs," live in a world information concerning the
Bend, Ind.; one son, Marty which
the
lymphocyte where houses are constructed
Gene Watson, Mishawaka, distinguishes what is a normal on man-made islands and ca- Century Club should contact
Ind.; two grandsons, Tom and body cell from a "foreign" noes are the main means of Mrs. Emma Sue Hutson, 709
transportation, says the Nation- Olive St., or Mancil Vinson,
Jerry Heath.
one, is noi - yet completely al Geographic.
Director of Alumni Affairs,
understood but somehow
The Madan tribesmen of Sparks Hall, Murray State
involves the membrane southern Iraq fish in clear laUniversity, Murray, Ky.
. proteins, or as they are called, goons, often using traditional 42071.
are.
five-pronged
build
spears.
They
antigens.
"These
"surface
somewhat like red blood their homes by placing a reed
Prices of stocks of I,rcal utterest .t
&
Ledger
the
to
furnished
noon today
types, and they have to be. fence around a piece of the
Times by I M Simon Co are as follows
TENNIS ANYONE?
matched by tissue-typing marsh, filling the space with
earth and reed mats. Reeds NEW YORK tAP) - One
-249
Industrial Avg
before transplantation is atand rushes form the arches, hour of tennis can burn up as
27%
tempted. A rejected tran- braces, walls, roofs and floors.
Airco
.. 4 uric
Amer Motors
means a mismatch, Some geologists believe the many as 500 calories, according
splant
.29 -'z
Ashland Oil ..
to Diet Workshop, a weight-con2
6
61
means the surface Persian Gulf once covered the
which
AT&T .....
trol organization.
_57L,
Ford
antigens j3if the door's cells region. They say that sediment Biocillim also uses up about
54
Gen bynamics
. 711.
differ from those of the from the Tigris and Euphrates 500 calories hourly while more
Gen Motors....
.uric
241
Gen. Tire.
rivers built up the land.
recipient's cells.
leisurely golf accounts for 350.
26".
Goodrich
You can see already then But the inhabitants have a Swimming, top-rated exercise
27 -t4
Gulf Oil
30k.
Pennwalt
,how a virus might enter the traditional belief that the area according to many experts, can
Quaker Oats
beta cell of the pancreas. was the site of the Biblical Gar- use up 685 calories in an hour.
30'
Republic Steel
den of Eden
Singer

At Chapel For
A. Logan Watson

Lennis F'. Hargrove, 79year-old retired farmer, died
at 1:30 a. m. Monday at his
home on Mayfield Route Two.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Malline Hargrove, six
sons, Cloys F. Hargrove,
Oxnard, Calif., James E.
Hargrove and Lennis M.
Hargrove, St. Louis, Mo., Joe
Hargrove, Melber, Kenneth
Hargrove, Mayfield Route
Two, and Don Hargrove,
Mayfield Route Three; two
daughters, Mrs. Juanita
Crawford, Mayfield Route
Two, and Mrs. Virginia Hiss,
Mayfield.
Also surviving are a
brother, F2pao Hargrove, of
Las Anima , Col., two sisters,
Mrs. Dathel Wilkerson,
Farmington, and Mrs. Betty
Funeral services for Lunie
Bridges, Murray; fourteen
Waldrop of Bell City are
A.
great
two
and
grandchildren
being held today at one p. m.
grandchildren.
The funeral will be con- at the chapel of the Max
ducted at one p. m. Wed- Churchill Funeral Home with
Dr.
nesday at the Byrn Funeral Rev. Paul Peck and
ofJr.,
Mullins,_
P.
William
Rev..
Chapel, Mayfield, by
C.
Glen Cope. Interment will be ficiating. The music is by J.
singers,
Warren,
Edith
and
Cemetery.
in-Mt. Zion
Friends may call at the and Oneida White:organist
Serving as pallbearers are
funeral home.
Sam Motheral, J. D. Waldrop,
Bob Waldrop, James Canter,
John Causey, and W. C. Hill.
Burial will be in the Story's
Chapel Cemetery.
Mr. Waldrop, age 83, died
The funeral for Miss Media- Sunday at 1110 a. m. at the
-P. Hal of 215 South 12th Puryear Nursing Home. He is
.Street, Murray, will be held survived by one brother, Olus
:Wednesday at two p. m. at the Waldrop, Mayfield, and
-chapel of the George A. Smith several nieces and nephews.
-and Sons Funeral Home, His wife, Helen, died in 1955.
Jackson, Tenn., with Bro.
John Dale of Murray officiating.
Burial will be in the Jamison
Cemetery at Westport, Tenn.
Final rites for Sam Givens
The Blalock-Coleman Funeral
,Home of Murray had charge of 412 South Eighth Street,
Murray, were held Monday at
.,:of local arrangements.
Miss- Hall, age 89, died two p. m. at the chapel of the
'Monday at 10:15 a. m. at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
"Westview Nursing Home. She Home with Bro. John Dale and
was a retired school teacher Bro. R. J. Burpoe officiating.
and a member of the Church The song service was by the
New Providence Church of
, of Christ.
Tappan
18'. +4
Survivors are one brother, Christ singers with Bobby Western Union
26". -1.
Zenith
Joe Hall of Westview Nursing Stubblefield as leader.
were
011ie
Pallbearers
and
at noon
nieces
interest
several
and
local
of
Home,
Prices-of stock
today*. furnished to the Ledger &
nephews including Mrs. Sam Knight Stubblefield, George EDT,
Times by First of Michigarf, Corp;of
•
I Mamie) Calhoun of 215 South Shoemaker, James Puckett, Murray. are as follows- •
,
C.
J.
and
Larry,
Prentice,
12th Street, Murray, with
42". +k.
Heublem Inc
whom she had made her home Dunn. Burial was in the McDonalds Corp.
55'. -"ii
7 uric
Ponderosa Systems
" for three years before going to Murray City Cemetery.
40+. - Lii
Clark
Mr. Givens. age 86, died Kimberly
the Westview Nursing Home
-Li
57
Union Carbide
Saturday at seven p. m. at the W.R. Grace
26'.. unc
four years ago.
. 26 . -'s
. ..
Murray-Calloway County Texaco . Elec.
. i'll
511
General
Hospital. He was a retired GAF Corp. . .
12.1.
. -1'.
355
NAME OMITTED
farmer, a veteran of World Georgia Pacific
27'z A.
The name of Sandra Moody, War I, and a member of the Pfizer
39". -".
Jim Walters
eighth grade student at New Providence Church and Kirsch
17 le
45"-z -k.
Disney
Murray Middle School, was American Legion Post No. 73.
28, uric
Franklin Mint ..
not included in the list subHe is survived by his wife,
mitted for publication of Mrs. Euple Taylor Givens,
Ben Franklin said, "No gains
students named to the honor and one brother, Fouch
without pains."
roll for the first nine weeks.
Givens, Murray.

Funeral Is Today
For Lunie Waldrop

Rites Are Tomorrow
For Media P. Hall

Drive. . .

the same product
Students, Inc., of Louisville. Alamo sells
holiday
their
through
The citrus consists of sunny
nearly triple the
for
brochure
red
ruby
sweet oranges and
prices. The citrus will
grapefruit, which is red above
keep for 30-45 days.
normally
needs
and
seedless,
meated,
said Community
England
no sugar. The fruit is selected
for Students and
Projects
of
cent
per
15
top
the
from
Company
Fruit
Alamo Fruit Company's crop. Alamo
be of the
to
fruit
all
guarantees
The fruit will be hand
and will
quality
highest
picked, cleaned, and shipped
bad fruit when
directly to Calloway County replace any
addition, if the
In
delivered.
to
distribution
High School for
any bad fruit 2
finds
consumer
local residents. The citrus will
after they
hours
48
or
days
tremendous
a
at
be sold
fruit, it
their
received
have
savings to local residents.
at no charge
The small box of oranges, will be replaced
lbs. and to the consumer, England
21
weighing
averaging 45 oranges, will sell said.
for $5.25. The large box of
LAKE DATA
oranges, weighing 38 lbs. and
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
averaging about 80 oranges,
354.1, down 0.2.
will sell for $8.20.
Below dam 302.3, down 2.3.
The small box of grapefruit,
lbs. and
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.1,
21
weighing
averaging about 18 grapefruit, down 0.2.
Below dam 303.8, up 1.1.
will sell for $5.45. The large
Sunset 4:43. Sunrise 6:43.
box of grapefruit, weighing 38
lbs. and averaging about 35
Moon sets 6:04 p. m., rises
grapefruit, will sell for 88.80. 8:37 a. m. Tuesday.

THfl misoffiG
Dinn(R SPECIAL
Serving 11 a.m:108 11.11i.

Thanksgiving
Buffet

Final Rites Held
For Sam Givens

8
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Bel-Air
Center
Open Daily
9 AM - 9 PM
1-6 Sunday

IN
III
III

IN
III
Iv

DISCO! IT DREG CEITERS

IN
IN
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Why Pay More?
You Can Save On
All Your Drug Needs
At Say-Rite!

III

hi

Two-Way Relief

BAYER

Coughing
COUGH •SuppressesStuffy
Nose
syRup 'Relieves

Light
Fixtures

Direct Aid Lotion

CHIL1DEN

Essoic2r113

99
P!

We Now Carry

Christmas Decorations

Cherry Flavored

Bayer Children's
Cold Tablets
Orange Flavored Chewable
30 Tablets

v AllSorts of
Hanging Decorations

Hand Lotion
1.25 VALUE
6 oz. Bonus Pack

OUGH
=
soo P

1.59 VALUE
SAVE 60'

Say-Rites
Low Price

Fireplace Glass Enclosure

Say-Rite's
LoYi Price
SAVE 47'

SAVE 51'

IS

HI
III

Contac Cold
Capsules

$1.79 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price
SAVE 80'

994

Cuticura

NI
III

Medicated Soap Bath

VALUE

3.5 oz.

70' VALUE

III
Ill

"!
NI

38

1 28
Pay Only

Say-Rite's
Low Price

SAVE 67'

38'

I"
Ill
III

hi

SAVE 32'

!I!
HI

1995

Breacol

Propa PH
6 oz

20% Off
15% Off

Bel-Air Decor Store
Open Til 8

hi

24 Tablets

784

10 Capsules 51.95

Bayer
Decongestant
Cold Tablets

Wednesday Thru Saturday (This Week)

S. 12th Street

HI
III

89' VALUE

SPECIAL

Custom Drapes
Unfinished Furniture

III

III
isi

iii

3 oz.

v Lights
Santa Claus

T
:711:174 eVuL

lona=

""'III

FOR

1/2 PRICE

-as

IN

CHILDREN

Trees
Paper

.4 Vegetables
.Wide Assortment
of Salads
•Pumpi'in Pie

*Turkey & Dressing
*Baked Ham
*Fresh Cranberry Salad
•Candied Yams

STOCK MARKET)

*

1.89 VALUE
S

I

Ill

Say-Rite's
Low Price

111 28

753-3641
11:r111:le

.
33rm

Mentholated
Decongestant
Cough Medicine
301. 9.79 VALUE
Sav-Rite's
Low Price

SAVE 61'
012
.
an

SAVE 80'
11=•
.
11.1
1

Metamucil

994

.
:22 22:22:2
12
.2 2
r
le•
:2MI
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.

Ul

SAVE'1.13
96
$2
Pay Only
14 oz.

$4.09 VALUE
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'4-key Addressable
Memory
e% Key with Markup & Disct.
*Floating Decimal
*8 Digit Capacity
*Carry Case, Batteries Included
*Square Root Key
*Exchange Key

S.

HI
UI

Say-Rite's
Low
Discount Price

am•M.

an•m.
;•••••• minim Mein'
Cs= M.= z.=rwe'rn. rj•al

•4 Key Addressable
Memory and Square Root
JNISCONne •% Key *Floating Decimal
DELUXE
RECHARGEABLE *8 Digit Capacity
POCKET
CALCULATOR •Angled
w/Memory
Display
9993b 3b
#790R Window
'Rechargeable
-Rite's
Say
CICI
OC3C1
Batteries
333111C1 Low Discount
0031:110
Price
0301:10
000 CIO tigaliaj

UNISONIC
Pocket Calculator
with Memory
#1540
vivo*

Ma•mos MP•4= 41111•11.

emo ••=, •m•
•
•NO
5 5151 .
5 all

$2988

16

8

E:sari ri:s am 5:a E:s

=:=
I.

III

*Change Sign Key
UNISONIC
SLIM LINE POCKET *Floating Decimal
CALCULATOR
08 Digit Capacity
WITH MEMORY. *Automatic Constant
#840
*Large Bright, Easy
To Read Display
0% Functions for Immediate
Results
Say-Rite's Low
Discount
Price

III

Il

I"
P!
HI
III

V!

$188

*AC Charger Included
'All Chrome Designer Styled

AC Adaptor Optional Super Slim

3.".

P!

Ill
!I!

Carry Case, Batteries
and AC Adaptor Included

.AMM11111111114

III

!I!
I"

II

II

'I
II

hi
I'
II
'I
'I

*8 Digit Extra-Large
Green Display
UNISONIC
...new micro *Square Root Key
size full feature 44-Key Addressable
calculator with
Memory .
display
green tube
„gil •% Key
•Memory Indicator
F
Say-Rite's
.1691633.1
0Floating Decimal
• 9!1
Low
Discount
Vali La:AM.')
Price

UNISONIC"
Deluxe Pocket •Change
Mini Slide Rule
#1034

01,
0
INNIPINIIINIP"0"

$1488

Large, Easy to
Handle Keyboard

*Includes Wallet, AC Jack, Batteries, Pe
IN

IN,

IN
III
IN

III
id

UNISOMC
Makes a Scientific
Notation...Deluxe
12-Digtt Scientific
Calculator
with
Parenthesis
#1299

Pm"
Urocric- 1299

Ls

III

hi
III

II,

OtLJUL
2—.01. 12—

1

1_2
_, L4-•

rectangotal coond
conve.rdoon • Ow
nU1e se'
conversar,• ,2.-dog
,
mantur 2 dlq
10at
d.cyt sottoW.< ,
9
‹•
,
• Attjetwa.
Ad
•
d
ard deg,ee
SQua,
doessa.e rd.e•nc,•
▪
•.,ec vp•oc +0 tee
543•1^9.,/• P,Py
•
•S.ne
`Arcen,•/6 K.•

LA
.r
5

02 Levels of Parenthesis
*Grad Mode
'Decimal Degree to Minutes
Second Conversion
*Polar Rectangular Coordinate
Conversion
*Square Root Key
•Algebraic Logic
and Many More
Features

•
.
•

twee It

-t-Asofac

Use Our Lay Away!

•

1
.9
1
4011e. •2

"Or

/
• gr., -4/ 58VDUS;e

.It ".„

121210
JJ.2.keLl 1211313
I anal

9

Say-Rite's
Low Discount
Price

Id
a•,,,g<..-1, • AC

1=11M

#767 Unisonic 12 Digit Memory
Calculator

-

LA—

O_

911

188

IN

ICS

III
*Square Root Key
04-Key Addressable
III
'Pi Key
Memory
Li
!I!
*True Memory
Sign Key UNISoNic
•*Reciprocal Key Deluxe Mini Calculator *Sign Change
With Full Feature Memory Key
°Squaring Key
#1040 .% Key with Markup Iii
0% Key with
III
I893383 g
Markup, Dict
and
Discount
6 6 6 99961
!I!
HI
*Floating Decimal
*Bright,
Green
Easy-to
-Ready
iii
08 Digit Capacity
Display
titLi1111
0Angled Display Window
III
111311;i
8
SOMC
uNi`efIn
Lao
$II 988 hi
P!
t..1.,u.L.1 Eta Say-Rite's
113
ø
HI
P!
111111 Say-Rite's $
Low
Low
Discount Price
Discount Price
AC Adaptor Optional
All Chrome Designer
All Chrome Designer Styled Case

tyi

**/0 Function for Immediate Results,
Calculation of Margins,
Mark-Ups, Discounts, Etc.
'True Memory Selectively Stores
and Accumulates
4988
In Separate Register. $

118

III
NI
III

Say-Rite's Low
Discount Price
!I!

Carry Case, Batteries and AC Adaptor Included

III

III

hi

•

II

$9988

HI
:
1 14

III

SHOP NOW WHILE THE
SELECTION IS COMPLETE!

We Will Be Closed
Thanksgiving Day

IN
IN

Prices Are In
Effect thru Sat. 27th

Open Daily
9 AM-9 PM
1-6 Sunday

WHY WAIT?
USE OUR
LAYAWAY!

P!

'I

in

HI

U'S;
P!
III

UI

Say-Rite's Low
Discount Price

04-Key Addressable Memory
0% Function for Calculations of Margins,
Mark-Up, Discounts
*Exchange Key
*Automatic Constant
*True Memory

V.;

hi

UI
II

*Signal Lamps
For Memory, Overflow,
and On/Off Operations
*Print out of Fucntions
Next,to Numbers

-

III

Ill

Unisonic Deluxe 12-Digit Printing Calculator with 2-Color Printout w/Memory
*Automatic Motor Shut Off
When Machine Not In Use
*New Compact Size
*Large, Easy-to-Operate Keyboard
*Floating and Fixed Decimal

P!

SHOP
NOW
FOR
CHRISTMAS

SAVE AT SAY-RITE!!

ioi
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Shopping
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Retired Employees
Let's Stay Well

Cancel Meet Friday

Eating Habits and Weight Control
The November meeting of
the local' chapter of the
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees,
scheduled for Friday, has
been cancelled due to the
Thanksgiving weekend.
Officers said the next
meeting will be the luncheon
on Friday, December 17, at
11:30 a.m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord. All
members and associate
members are urged to attend
and guests are welcome.
The program for the
meeting will be announced/
later. All retired federal
employees are eligible to Join
the chapter, a spokesman
said.

By F J L Blasingame, MD
Eating habits can determine
in large ineasure whether you
can control your weight through
dieting 1 nu can use them to adantage lit assist in promoting
your health It is Yk VW to keep
certain tater facts in mind
Avoid diet fads, they are common and can be unhealthy They
are often characterized by some
extreme slant, such as a -buttermilk- or "banana- diet Entire
books has r been written and
popularized to tout imbalanced
diets Before launching into such
self-treatment, consult your
physician Just because has had
given a diet program tcia friend
of yours is no assurance that
such a diet is wise for you
A diet should include all elements of nutntion They are proteins. bits and carbohydrates in
a balanced fashion, as well as
vitamins, minerals and fluids. A
complete diet contains an adequate amount of each element and
the appropriate quantities to
maintain proper mutntion and
weight It is determined by the
caloric intake balanced against
your energy or work output A
pound of fat represents about
3,500 calories In other words, if
you take in less than this number. you will Ime me pound with
the same work or exercise program.
Maintaining your weight at a
normal level is a reliable sign of
- stahtlized-meatal.emotional and.
physical .health. Weight variations are often evidence of instability and may require professional attention and help.
Dieting in spurts to tree a few
pounds, only to return to or
above previous undesirable
weight, borders on being nonsensical Admittedly. such ups and
downs are common. This tact
leads to the subject ot eating
habits Some of them when well
• established practice is required). can assist in weight

stabilization and include
-- Eat only if you are hungry
-- Small meals, even four or
five a day. are better than one or
more small meals followed by a
huge one
-- Take small semngs or leave
portions on your plate
Take small portions in your
mouth at a time
-- Slow consumption of food Is
helpful Rapid and compulsive .
eaters usually consume more
than others. Chew your taxi
slowly, even excessively
-- Drink fluids with foods. This
adds to satiety.
-- Use bulky' foods, such as
vegetables, fruits, wheat bran
cereals and whole-wheat bread
-- Avoid alcoholic beverages
and desserts. If you take them.
use small amounts Artificial
sweeteners cut calories.
-- Leave the table when you
have finished eating to avoid the
temptation of taking additional
helpings.
Food should be regarded as
essential for survival and should
not be utilized as a form of entertainment and sedation

Have Dinner Thursday
The Deward's Chapel
Pentecostal Church, located
on Highway 94 East, will have
a Thanksgiving potluck
supper:
on
Thursday,
November 25.
Supper will be served at six
p.m., according to the
ministers, Rev. and Mrs.
Lloyd Underhill, who urge all
members and families to
attend.

Hog Market

Q Ms. L.U. wants to know how
many new case of cancer occur
each year in the United Slate:.
A. During 1975, about 665,000
new cases of cancer occured In
this nation, and cancer caused
365.000 deaths.

Th15 t5 ONE OF
FAMOUS Di5C,05E5
I'LL LOAN
TO 'eOti
TIL THANK5EAtNL315 L'1Ek'

ers%

taw

Federal State Market News Service
Nov 23.1975
Kentucky Purdiase Ares Hog Market
Report Includes S Buying Stations .
Receipts: Act, 623 Est. NO Borrows &
Gilts 75c to $1.40 lower Sows steady to
$1.00 lower
US 1-2 20043010s.
.
.
US 1-3300-240 lbs.
1132.75-33.25
US 2-4240-210lb..
831.73-32.75
US 3-4 310480 lbs.
330.3041.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-330 lbs.
$20.00-20.50
US 1-3300-400 lb.. .
83600-30.50
US 1-3 450-650 lbe
320.50-21.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
819.00-30.00
Boars $13.50-16.00

•
111%
In this greenhouse on the Calloway County High School campus, students learn
about landscaping, vegetable and fruit production, gardening, care and management
of outdoor and indoor plants, plant reproduction and the protection of the en- vironment. Students Judy Kendall and Joann Allbritton, explain the growth habits of
poinsettias now growing in the greenhouse to Dr. Jack Rose, Calloway County
Superintendent, and Fred Schultz, Murray Superintendent. ‘vith them are CCHS Principal Ron McAllister, and James Feltner, assistant principal.

Farm-City Week
Now Being Observed

IF ,•!,:lt.; .)EAR TK5
I\IL1 CINE JJLL .1.&157A,,E
‘...!3s) F:Ok' A 7uRNE:s

By CARMAN PARKS
Nov. 19-25 is the week that
our total society recognizes
the
and " emphasizes
relationships of two important
groups of people, farm and
city dwellers.
Each is very dependent on
. the other for the success and
'progress of our county. It is

NANCY

\

Deward's Chapel To

Mrs. M.T. asks how late in
her pregnancy it is sale to have
sexual intercourse.
A: Most physicians achlise that
a pregnant woman should abstain from normal vaginal sexual
intercourse during the last ninth
month of PregialICY_The sex-at
is difficult because of abdominal
enlargement, and bacteria may
be introduced high into the
vagina. Also, the sex act may
rupture the membranes and
cause premature labor

paa4111. SOL

Pt A•11. Is

Al the Murray-Calloway County Vocational Center on the Murray High School campus, James Lawson, coordinator, is displaying the talents of his students to CCHS Principal Ron McAllister, Dr. Jack Rose, Calloway County Superintendent, and Fred Schultz,
Murray Superintendent. With them are Dr. Ray Reeves, Murray High principal; lames
Feltner. CCHS assistant principal; John lima, MHS assistant principal; and Jamie Potts,
stan Photos by David Hil
full time adult farmer instructor of Calloway County.

MIRROR
MIRROR
ON THE
WALL,
WHO'S THE
FAIREST
OF THEM
ALL?.
1

BEST DREAM
I'VE HAD IN
A YEAR

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebseribers

41414

keys set

received tbeir Memo-delivered
copy at The Iderray Lodger &
efu.S.•••L‘eifit

Times by 5:30 p. m. thowisy-

BEETLE BAILEY

Friday

Of

MIS Or•

COULD I 5EE sf0J
A MINUTE, SIR;

OKAY

A To-101.15AND ONE --A TfriOU5A NI, TWO---

by 3:30 p. m. ea &Owweed te ceN 733-11116.

betweee 5:30 p. es. sad 6 p.
Mooday-Friday, se 3:30 p. m.
mid 4p. u Setae:days, to ismer*
delivery it doe eewspeper. Cells
most be pieced by 6 p.

week-

days sr 4 p. m. Setardurys te
geareatet delivery. '

rm

2 Notice

2 !I,
DELTA SIGMA PHI Arts
and Crafts Festival,
December 7, 8. 9 a.m.-7
p.m. Student Center.
Call 753-9135 for information.
WE CAN MAKE COPIES
of your color portrait in
any sizes you wish. Very
little cost to you. Artcraft, 118 South 12th, 7530035.

THE PHANTOM
-"mwr"
\

14tip

RED
For Christmas
(Sleepwear
lop sea while
selootioe is good

The Youth Shop
504 Main Street
(Behind Peoples Bonk

SALE WEED EATERS,
The Original Deluxe
model, $59.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

$269c*
Sorry for any inconvenience this has caused.

Crossword Puzzler

BLONDIE
MRS BUMSTEAD
I'VE GOT
3000 NEWS
AND BAD

LI'L ABNER

AND WHILE YOU sNooze AWAY,I'LL
ADORE YOU WI-itLE I WaRK MY
FIN6ERS TO THE
DOMe-

ACROSS
1 FoollIke part
4 Distance
measure
8 The urial
11 Liquefy
12 Goddess of
discord
13 Church
bench
14 Teutonic
deity
15 Affirmative
17 All
19 Pose tOf
portrait
21 Snake
23 Organ of
hearing
24 Strike
28 Evergreen
shrub
28 Greek letter
31 Hit lightly
33 Born
35 Sodium
chloride
se Article
38 Musical.
instruments
41 Hebrew
month
42 Tennis
stroke
44 Afternoon
party
45 Roman
bronze
47 Snare
49 Vessel's
creed
plank Mg
51 Playthings
54 Male sheep
58 Number
58 Damp
59 Lowest part
82 Three-toed
sloths
84 Cooled lava
OS Before
68 Fruit
138 Seed plant
70 Long.

sioncior fish

71 Stupefy

72 Abstract
being
DOWN
1 Danger
2 Spanish
article
3Pigpen4 Untidy
5 Negative
preix
Falsehood
7 Slave
8-Steeples
9 Pronoun
10 Reverence
11 Army meal
18 Babylonian
deity
18 Flap
20 Make lace
22 Flag
25 MocCasin
27 Tiny
29-Chinese

pagoda

30 Priest's
vestment
32 Vessel

'
Answer to Monday's Puzzle

1113 1333 J13
aulm Tail 33J
1,3111 M3 1L33
117:13 amma
31311333 ]II
ammln min 13J
MI Mile 233 1.1.1
30u OMM 110.J.J3
MA uudatJautti
R0000 3033
000 110 03141AJd
ORO 0030 30011
EDO 0000 mutaJ
34 Greek letter
38 In music.
- high
37 conjunction
39 Things. in
law
40 Deposit
43 Trade
48 Seed
48 Stroke
50 Long for
52 Period of
limill WI
53 Pierce

55 Cleaning
devices
57 Symbol for
nickel
59 Supplicates
60 An gloSaxon
money
81 Encountered
83 Pronoun
137 Symbcil for

gold

89 Printer's
measure

New Shipment
Shirts

Sweaters
•'.- Dresses
Buy now while the
selection is good

The Youth Shop
504 Main Street
(Behind Peoples Bonk

Open Friday
Night III

8-00

1 to 5
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop,209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
t)pen Tuesday-rriday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.

Sundays
Buckingham- Roy
LTD
Dixieland Center

Supreme
Roofing

WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline,753-6333.

Specializing in
new homes and
residential reroofing.
For free estimate
call Hugh Outland,

AMVETS POST 45.
Thanksgiving Dinner,
Wednesday, November
24. 6:30. Ladies bring a
dish.

436-2716.

If You
Need Them:
Fire
Police
Roscoe
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency
Nome Society

753-1441
753-1621
753-6952
753-9332
753-5131
753-3994

Comprebensite
Care
Pelson Control .
Senior Citizens .
While
learn to Read .

753-6622
753-751111
753-0929
753-NEED
153-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
Times

Iron Stone
Dinnerware
by Pfolfzgroff
Ton - Blue - Brown
White Sets and accessories.
Free Gift Wrapping.
Christmas Lay-Away

Starks
Hardware

5 Lost And Found
LOST SMALL white and
tan female dog from
Northern end of Cherry
Corner - Pottertovm
Road. Call 436-2634.

Check
Your
Ad ,
C 0-,• .••

6 Help Wanted
IF YOU ARE 18'or older,
have at least a high
school education, and
would love to become a
tanker, you might make
our team. For information call 'Mike
Mitchell 753-7753 8:00 a.
m.-5:00 p. m. National
Guard Belongs.

ore
Advertisers
requested to check the
flt•st Insertion of ads for
correction
This
newspaper will be
responsible for only
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

EMPLOYEE to work in
Hardware store. Good
working conditions, full
time, advancement
Possibilities
for
aggressive person. Send
resume to P. 0. Box 32H. ,
WANTED
0.PTOMETRIC assistant. • x/
Will train. Shoup be Ja/
wearer of soft coq.76.
Prefer female. Mcfst be
25. Call 753-45X or 7537706 after 5.

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News. Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display ad
vertising 753-1919
Classified Display
Classified, Circulati
on and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753
1916 and 753-1917

WHILE DOING your
Christmas shopping,
come by Murray Hobby
and Handcraft. .512
South llth Street. Lots of
glassware and old
furniture including an
old wall telephone. Will
be open Thanksgiving
Day.

12* stud Pester

The price on the Q.E. Washer advertised in the
Goodyear's ad in Monday's Murray Ledger & Times
was incorrect. The correct price is

‘
P
e g

EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.

HEY! Have you seen t1
what Gerald Waldrop's
selling? He's branching
out. He now -has baby
toys and Dustkins plus
cards,
types
all
stationery and notes.
Call 753-17Y2now.

New Shipment

*CORRECTION*

"-13

COME
DIANA. THE
PRESIDENT
15 WAITING
TO 5EE US

known as Farm-City Week.
The relationship of county
and city schools is no exception. Murray and Calloway
County can boast of having
two of the most outstanding
school systems in the state, in
the county and city school
Systems.
Important in every young
person's life is preparation for
a career in the world of work.
Both school systems are
providing excellent opportunities for the young
people of our county.
Calloway County, with its
vocational programs in
agriculture, home economics,
and horticulture, and Murray
High, having an outstanding
vocational center with instruction in carpentry, auto
mechanics and distributive
education, demonstrate this
career-otiented attitude of the
school systems.

ME IBS

SOMEONE TO DO
htiusework. Write to I,C
Miller, 1663 ColIN-t• Terrace or call 753-5822.
--WANTED SOMEONE
from Chicago area to
transport boat and
trailer to Chicago. For
more information call
753-2633.
9 Situattons Wanted

4

BOOKKEEPF.H - 18
-years experiencr--full
charge construction
office, General office
work including
accounts
receivable, accounts
payable, payroll,. tax
forms, etc. Can read
blueprints. Call 75/9284.

PAGI 11 NI MURRAY, Ky., LE06111 & Taus,
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19 Farm Equipment

15 A''
A GIFT IDEA for
Christmas. Sony radios
priced from $10.00.
Chucks Music Center.
Call 753-3682.

WANT TO BUY one acre
or less of land. Phone
437-4291.
GOOD USED electric
typewriter. Call 762-2796
days,753-9339 evenings.

BEDROOM ensemble for
twin bed in Indian
Brown. Braided rug, 30
x 54, red, white, and
blue. Boston rocker in
walnut finish. Call 7538847 after8p. m.

WANTED - standing
tracks of timber. Will
give top price. Call 1-3653781 or 1-365-5011 after 5
p.m.
1

1171 JEEP PICKUP
truck, V-8, 3 speed, 4
wheel drive. $1200. Call
443-3726.

WANTED-NICE sewing
machine cabinet with
lots of storage space.
Also for sale turquoise
living room suite. Call
489-2174.

READY
FOR
Thanksgiving, fat
Turkeys, $5.00. Geese,
hens and ducks, $2.00
each. Guineas, $5.00 a
pair. G. E. vacuum
cleaner, sitoo. 100 egg
incubator, $30.00. Also
one large Billy Goat.
Call 4364855.

WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
WE BUY YOUR used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.
For free estimate. Call
442-1918.

LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."

15 Articles for Sale
WOOD STOVE in good
condition. Call 4119-2166.

COIN COLLECTION
worth $20,000. Will sell in
$1,000 lot at wholesale.
For appointment call
753-9232.

SALE MO watt 4 stack
electric heaters, $31.99.
Wallin Hardware,Paris,
Tenn.

16. Home Furnishino
SALE
WOOD
HEATERS, brick lined,
cast iron grates, thermostat controlled.
Porcelain enamel
cabinets, $179.95
$189.95, $199.95. Wallin
Hardware,Paris, Tenn.
ASPHALT BLACKTOP
patch. Now available at
Murray Lumber Co., 104
Maple St.
EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT, economical,
Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.

1174
MODEL
FRIGIDAIRE. Stove,
electric, like new. Call
753-6132 after 5 p. m.
KIRKSEY
USED
FURNITURE. Italian
Provincial couch, vinyl
love seat, automatic
washer, odd chairs and
tables, china cabinet
and dining table. Call
489-2752.
1/

Vi

KIRBY
VACUUM
cleaner.
All
attachments included.
Reasonable. Call 4742788.

CROCHETED SHAWLS,
$15 and up. Will make
excellent gifts. Will also
make afghans and other
crocheted items. Call
753-30%.

ELF,CTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

SALE - Chain Saw
chains, 4ii" or 404 pitch
enough for 12" bar,
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
bar, $10.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour-- answering
service.

Tub -Shower
Combinations

20 Sports Equipment
POWER
BILT
left
handed golf clubs and
bag. Call 489-2780.
12 tit,:s Lai
CLARINET. EVETTE by
Buffet, Paris. Used,
good condition. Call 7536054.
NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.
Reed Music, Road 58,
betweeil
Benton Mayfield, turn
at
Harvey. Call 527-8955.
PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of MUsic Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the
past 10 years. I'm very
qualified. References
available. Call 753-0296.

Murray Supply
Co.

208E. Main

Date: Monday & Thursday of each week

Place: Bel Air Shopping Center

Be Someone Special in the Navy.

SALE - FIREPLACE
encloses with glass
doors, your choice of
sizes and finishes.
888.88. Wallin Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

26 TV Radio

Don George is your local Navy rec: liter, and he has
something of interest for you that could change your
_whole life- for the better. Don George has details
on special Navy scholarships and officer-training
programs, any one of which could be just what
you're looking for. Not just for now, but for your
future, too. Be sure to make a note of the time and
place and find out what Don George has to say.

Time: 9:30a. m.to6:00p. m.

CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,
all
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd,Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.

753 336 I

Don George
has something
of interest to you.

1975 HARLEY DAVIDSON, Sportster, electric
start best offer. Call 7537754.
THREE WHEEL Honda
ATC70. Two years old.
$175. Call 753-8064.
48 Auturrot,.,

ROUND. I CA1,
"VJELL17
CHANGE THAT"
30 Business Rentals
FOR RENT - Business
building. Best location.
4th and Sycamore
Street. Two floors plus 2
bedroom apartment.
Carpeted. Over 5,500 sq.
ft. Call 522-8469 or
inquire
at
Woods
Florist..34 Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath furnished home.
miles from Murray.
Deposit required. Call
753-982S.
.3u For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N.4th. Call
753-5881.
37 Lo,estock

CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery -Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

HAVE YOUR 8 x 10 color
portrait quickly copied.
Any size, any quantity.
Super discount prices.
Artcraft, 118 South 12,
753-0035.

Lange selection of
colors and-Sfyles
in stocks ready
for immediate delivery

1974
NORTON
850
Commando with 5,862
actual miles. Phone 4928586.

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah,Ky. •

SALE - TIMEX watches. All models, 20 per
cent discount. Wallin
Hardware,Paris, Tenn.

and

1975 YAMAHA DT-490.
For street or dirt. Like
Mind new. $900. Call
753-7891.

25% discount on grain
bins. Free interest on
dryers for 1 year. 25%
discount on spray
equipment. Call 75329511

8M INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. 14 International wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 3957463.

HIGH GAIN 23 channel.
Gutter mount antenna.
$85. Call 753-2213.
SONY FOR
CHRISTMAS. Tape recorders,
stereos, T. V. Chucks
Music Center. Call 7533682.
11 Mob
1974 12 x 55 GRANVILLE,
partially furnished.
Central electric heat,
house type windows.
After 5:30, call 753-0093.
1979 TOWN HOUSE, 12
72, living room, den with
a bar, 2 bedrooms, bath
4 and kitchen. All carpeted throughout except
kitchen. Intercom. Call
436-5455 or 436-2240.
1973 12 le mobile home.
Two bedrooms, gas.
$5,500. Call 753-3185.

Supplies

TWO GRAIN FED beef
calves for sale. Call 4374733 or 753-0676.

MOBILE /HOMES and
Mobile Mime spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Cali 753-3280.

43 Rea Estate
75 ACRE tract near
Kentucky Lake. This
land is ideal for cattle or
horse farm-all fenced
with
good
ponds,
modern stable with
water and electricity?*
other outbuildings on
baautifolling- land
Brick 2 bedroom home
with fireplace. central
electric heat and air,
and 3 car carport
overlooks countryside
lovely view.
with
Reasonably priced so
phone us at KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222, for more information on this choice
ProPertyANCYTHER BARGAIN REDUCED! Nice older
home in Hazel recently
redecorated and painted
outside. New concrete
porches, gas heat, over
2,000 sq. ft. of liviog
area. Call 753-8080/or
come by 105 N, 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE. ,
ROBERyi REALTY your,leader in sales for
1974 needs your listings.
,Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.

FOR SALE: Registered,
polled Hereford NO
From 6 to 21 montbalold. PERFECT HOME!
Also cows and ,
Calves.
PERFECr LOCATION!
Bred and open heifers.
In Canterbury. Like
Phone 901-24-5487.
new, 3 bedroom, brick
with 2 baths, family
38 Pets Suppl Ps
room. Has lovely
cabinets, all built-ins,
LABRADOR
central gas heat and
RETRIEVER puppies,
central air. Lovely
AKC registered. Call
carpet throughout. Wide
Paris Landing, 901-232lot in city school district.
8692.
Great neighborhood and
a great buy. In mid 40's.
Guy Spann Realty, 901
AKC REGISTERED
Sycamore,753-7724.
Cocker Spaniel puppies
and AKC registered
Beagle puppies. Shots
FOR ALL YOUR insurance or real estate
and wormed. Will hold
needs Call Wilson
for Christmas. Call 492Insurance and Real
8861.
Estate, 753-3263. Across
43 Real Estate
from"Post Office.
SELL YOUR FARM
through KOPPERUD
REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreagei
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.
93 AChE FARM lcated in
southwest part of county
with a new two bedroom
home. About 30-35 acres
of cropland, 25 acres of
timber and some land
that could be prepared
and put into cropland.
Farm could also be used
as a cattle farm. This
farm is reasonably
priced.
John
C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-7531 or call
Brice Ratterree, 7535921.
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.

79 Yoh 'e Home Rentals

Don George
Be!Air Shopping Center
753-39

51 Services Offered

47 he !,

Another View

AgriProducts
on
Season
Sale

?4

Fiberglass and
Acrylic Shower

IP X 30la

FOR SALE - 80 acres,
house,five miles East of
Hardin. Near lake.
Terms. Call 1-31i-2927180.

SHOP 321(44' on 1 acre lot
heated and air compressor Call 753-7370.
, -A ONE BEDROOM home
on 1( 121 at Coldwater.
House on a large lot
be used for
that
for living
not
but also
purpoe
f r a business.
possibB ,
The in'erp,r of the house
rondition. The
is in
outside needs some
work rbt. lot is worth
the full :rIce of the listed
John
price
C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main S reet, 753-0101 or
call Brice Ratterree,
753-7921
46. Homes For 'Sire
SIX ROOM frame house
with 2 acres at Alm°.
Phone 753-7494 day, 7539378 or 753-7263 evening.
HOUSE AND 3.3 acres on
Highway
280.
Approximately 5 miles
from Murray. Call 7532204 after 2 p. m.
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 514 acres
(with 600' Highway
frootage* 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
11
/
2 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.

rtik

FOR SALE: 283 Chevy
engine, $100.00. Chevy 3
speed transmission,
$50.00. Pontiac explosion
proof bellhousing, $40. 6
and 45" Craftsman
Jointer plane, $150.
Phone Puryear, Tenn.
901-247-5116.

KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes, and
institution rugs come
clean
steam
by
cleaning.
Free
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple 753-0359.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning,
aluminum awning, and
roofs sealed. Call
evenings, 753-1873, Jack
Glover.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and
Wilson
put
aluminum siding and
trim on your house. Also
awnings and carports.
Call 753-1873.
WILL DO BABYSITTING
in my home anytime.
References. Live in
Shady Oaks. Call 7536686.

SI Services Offered
DOZER WORK - small
size Ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.

14 wusoN Trucking
Dozer, gravel and dirt.
Call 474-8854,527-1969, or
527-1315.

FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-2474569.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements ye
dry, work completely A
guaranteed. Call o
write Morgan cm.
struction Co., R9dte 2,
Box 409 A Pad ah, Ky.
42001. Pho
day or
night 442-7

WILL DO inside or outside painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.

PA
interior and
GENERAL BACKHOE
exterior. Texture ceiling
work, white gravel,
bank
gravel. call 436, .i(nd sheetrock finishing.
i's" Call Ralph Worley, 7532306.
/* 0708.
NEED TREES cut/or
firewood. Call 7534107.
/

MIT IINSENEIC

COLOR POiTRAIT
copied at/ery low cost
in all saés. Artcraft, 118
Sout 2th, 753-0035.

No saw 1110-11-yeerser =ON
dors impels Is.
MANIA mod WON pawn
hives OM bit VA weft
EFFECTIVELYMow mos and

118.40.6

0.10 Mall down an and
REPAIR WORK
runs on smite sYmiso
for storm windows and
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
ECONOMICALLYALUMINUM SIDINGS,/ doors. Window
ClAN Oil any
glass,
1
vinyl siding, alumint
1963 FORD customized
mirrors, and auto glass
I
▪ Tractiei 0 Iii mit
or
vinyl
awniois.
SAVE UP TO
(YOU
van, mag wheels, 8
replacement. M and G
sax PEA MOAT)
•
Alominum Servioi Ca,
-track stereo. MtittSee to
rumple-le
Glass,
492-8647.
Call
.
z
appreciate. Call 492Dixieland
Shopping
8441.
Center, 753-0180.
ELECTRI L WIRING
home yiI industrial,air
1976 WHITE Trans Am,
cond tioning, and
LICENSED ELECblue interior, air, tape,
refrigeration, plumbing
TRICIAN prompt ef•
and tilt wheel. Low
Reel ter sely $12.00 a tee
And heating. Call 474ficient service. NO job
mileage. Extra nice.
tC00 small. Call Ernest
8841 or 753-7203.
Decor Stem
Phone 753-5373.
White,753-0605.
1111041 OWN TE34142
CERAMIC
TILE
196h PONTIAC
"onbathrooms, Quarry, ROY
HARMON'S Carneville, air, good conslate, mirrors, shower
penter
Shop.
dition. Call 75318558.
doors, paver tile and
FREE-FEMALE part
Professionals. Building.
brick work. Call James
Dachshund
puppy.
remodeling, repairing.
1972 DA,T§UN pickup.
Hamilton 753-8500.
About
6
months
old.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Celery color. Excellent
Brown. Very friendly
Street, next to Drive-In
condition. Call 753-5561.
INSULATION BLOWN in
and affectionate. Call
Theatre.
7534994 or 753-3535.
by Sears save on these
1972 LIL' HUSTLER
high heat and cooling
pickup, mag wheels, air
bills, call Doug Taylor at FOR A FREE estimate
TWELVE WEEK old
condition, topper. Call
on all stump removal.
753-2310
for
free
female kitten. Yellow,
436-2174.
Contact K and S Stump
estimates.
frisky and playful.
Removal, 4354343 or
Abandoned by owner.
1973 CJ-5 Renegade jeep. LAKELAND
753-9490.
CONCall 7534994.
Mag type chrome
STRUCTION backhoe
wheels. Remington wide
DOZER, LOADER, • THREE MONTH old
work in Baywood,
grooved tires. A-1.13650.
backhoe work. Grading,
Panorama Shores area.
female kitten. Gray and
hauling,
Call between 10 a. m.
and
White rock delivered
white, affectionate and
bushhogging. Free
and 10 p. m. 436-2590.
anywhere. Call Ross,
playful. Call 753-3994.
estimates. Call 436-2382.
436-2505.
1974 ONE TON Ford
TEN WEEK OLD male
Wrecker. 16,000 Miles. bUTT_ERING
ELECTROLUX
SALES
puppy white with long
BY
and -"Service. Call Tony
Air conditiOn. Power
hair and has one black
SEARS, Sears seamless
brakes. 440 homes with
Montgomery, 753-6760
ear. Very gentle and
gutters installed per
day
or night.
dollies and air tank. Call
friendly. Call 753-0804.
your specifications. Call
527-9502 Benton, Ky.
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
1965 FORD MUSTANG.
Call 753-7694.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
53 WILLYS 4 wheel drive
pickup with 283 Chevy
free estimates of your
engine. $650. Call 753needs.
We are looking for a responsible nom, women or man
1590 or 753-1377.
and wife team to help with general herd health,
ELECTRICIAN. Trouble
breeding and milking. Good salary, home end insurance
1970 NOVA, 2 door, 6
shooting, specialty. Call
furnished. If you 'misty dairying, I am the man to concylinder. Good conSandy Harmon,753-4484.
dition. New tires. Call
tact. Coll: 981-3920 or write:
489-2648 after 4 p. m.
PAINTING, EXTERIOR
and interior, new and
1969 VOLKSWAGON
old work, with years of
Rex A. Sutton,
Squareback, Runs and
back experience, free
drives good, body rough.
estimates. Call 437-4534.
Route 2, Hampton, Ky. 42047
195.00 Call 489-2189.
UPHOLSTERING
custom and specializing
1971 LTD Brougham, 9
in antiques. Call 753pass. station wagon.
9232.
Double power and air.
Factory-AM radio and
SAVE
BULLDOZING, prompt
stereo tape deck. 56,000
NOW
dependable service.
Actual miles. $1.300.00.
FREE
Three bull dozers to
Phone 354-6217.
20 MILE
serve
you.
Free
DELIVERY
estimate. Call Steven
1974 V. W. Super Beetle,
$475.00 op, Tloorid, reedy to ipso One used 11116 and 21
Alexander at 753-1959 or
50,000 miles. $1700. Call
Isseittiiips,
sitos in stock ot old prices. Boy Nos but
L. W. Lyons 474-264.
753-3185.
fat

e

11111=1111

LARGE DAIRY

6
" CUSTOM BUILT POITTAILI BUILDINGS 753-05114

Dodge
RARE
1970
Challenger, factory 426
street hemi engine, 4
speed transmission,
Daina Super 60 rear end
and more extras. For a
real deal call 753-6564.
19641 CORVAIR Monza, 4
door, good condition.
One owner car. Call 7532424 after 5, 753-3557.
1971 JEEP PICKUP
truck, V-8, 3 speed, 4
wheel drive. $1200. Call
443-3726.
1963 CHRYSLER 4 door.
Like new. call 436-2427.

1973 I. H. Scout 1142 x 4)
power steering, power
brakes, automatic
trans., positraction and
luggage rack. 304. cubic
inch. V-8. $2495. Call 4362136 after 4 p.m..
50

CaMOPr,

16' TRAILER, camper.
sleeps six. Call 753-4904.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water.
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
4U-5676.
WILL
DO
HOUSEKEEPING 3
days a week, would
prefer 6 hours a day.
Have references. Call
753-7694 or 753-2282.
PAINTING
AND
paperhanging by the
hour or job. Free
estimate. Call 753-8343.
CARPET CLEANING
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
r.4erences,
free
estimates.Quick drying.
,Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

Clinical Secretary
Duties include typing dictation, medical records.
general office work. Salary competative. Experience preferred.
Contact
Mrs. Joyce Boyd
Murray Comprehensive Care Center
702 West Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone: 753-6622

Book Your ,
HOLIDAY PARTIES
The newly decorated South.side Restaurant is now
taking bookings for private parties at night during
the month of December. For smaller groups 15 to 50
we will be open just for you. We will have holiday
menues to choose from at reasonable prices. Come
by or call us now before the holiday rush.

Souttiside
Restaurant
751-5979
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We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

Prices Good Through
November 30, 1976

on
Pa
ph
Co
its
voc
rec
Sc

mo
mo
incl

U.S. No. 1 Red
Niblet Whole Kernel

CORN
Del Monte Fruit

COCKTAIL

POTATOES

ace

10 lb.

Yellow

ONIONS
LETTUCE

Pillsbury

Head

89' PIE SHELLS
39' PEAS
CUT CORN ,
39' CAULIF
LOWER

2 pack

we
car
for
wo
app
req
edu
a
fo

BROCCOLI SPEARS3/$1°°
BABY LIMAS

BISCUITS

Cl
the
war
up
sho

Kraft Macaroni & Cheese

Van Camp Grated

DINNER
Bush Red

BEANS

Flavor Kist

CRACKERS

